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Abstract
Pen input for computing devices is now widespread, providing a promising interac-
tion mechanism for many purposes. Nevertheless, the diverse nature of digital ink
and varied application domains still present many challenges. First, the sampling
rate and resolution of pen-based devices keep improving, making input data more
costly to process and store. At the same time, existing applications typically record
digital ink either in proprietary formats, which are restricted to single platforms and
consequently lack portability, or simply as images, which lose important information.
Moreover, in certain domains such as mathematics, current systems are now achiev-
ing good recognition rates on individual symbols, in general recognition of complete
expressions remains a problem due to the absence of an effective method that can
reliably identify the spatial relationships among symbols. Last, but not least, existing
digital ink collaboration tools are platform-dependent and typically allow only one
input method to be used at a time. Together with the absence of recognition, this
has placed significant limitations on what can be done.
In this thesis, we investigate these issues and make contributions to each. We
first present an algorithm that can accurately approximate a digital ink curve by
selecting a certain subset of points from the original trace. This allows a compact
representation of digital ink for efficient processing and storage. We then describe an
algorithm that can automatically identify certain important features in handwritten
symbols. Identifying the features can help us solve a number of problems such as
improving two-dimensional mathematical recognition. Last, we present a framework
for multi-user online collaboration in a pen-based and graphical environment. This
framework is portable across multiple platforms and allows multimodal interactions in
collaborative sessions. To demonstrate our ideas, we present InkChat, a whiteboard
application, which can be used to conduct collaborative sessions on a shared canvas.
It allows participants to use voice and digital ink independently and simultaneously,
which has been found useful in remote collaboration.
Keywords: Digital ink, InkML, handwriting recognition, mathematical handwrit-
ing recognition, multimodal collaboration
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Digital ink technology has experienced a tremendous growth over the past years. It
has now been widely used by a variety of devices including Tablet PCs, PDAs, touch
sensitive whiteboard systems, cameras and even smart phones. These devices accept
digital ink input and pass it on to recognition software applications for interpretation.
Systems can organize digital ink into documents or messages that can be stored for
later reference or exchanged with other collaboration participants. These processes
involve representation, recognition, and collaboration with digital ink. In this thesis,
we investigate these aspects of digital ink and make contributions to each of them.
Accordingly, this thesis is divided into three parts pertaining to aspects of digital ink
representation, recognition and collaboration, each of which plays a critical role in
digital ink technology.
A good representation is a key to success. Digital ink today is supported by a vari-
ety of devices and is captured using a number of methods, including optical tracking,
electromagnetism, radio frequency and other technologies. Meanwhile, in addition to
pen position, more and more devices allow recording other important information,
such as pen tip pressure and pen tilt angle, to support handwriting recognition and
authentication. Together, this makes digital ink data hard to be structured and has
severely limited the capture, transmission, processing and presentation of digital ink
across heterogeneous devices. Although a number of formats have been proposed,
they are typically proprietary, which are restricted to single platforms and are conse-
2quently not widely accepted. To address this issue, it requires a compact format that
can accurately and flexibly represent digital ink. Such format will benefit digital ink
applications for efficient storage and processing. This will be discussed in Section 1.2.
Recognition is desirable by many digital ink applications as it can convert hand-
writing input into machine-understandable format and allow useful computations.
One of the sub-problems in handwriting recognition is to interpret handwritten math-
ematics. This is a very challenging problem in that mathematical input is two-
dimensional, with elements of both writing and drawing. Moreover, writing mathe-
matical symbols typically does not follow simple baselines and the symbols may be
written in different sizes, such as subscripts and superscripts. This makes it difficult
to reliably identify the spatial relationships among symbols. To solve this problem, it
requires an effective method that can accurately differentiate between fluctuations in
positioning and intentional sub- or super-scripts, which in return will benefit hand-
writing recognition. This will be discussed in Section 1.3.
Pen input is conducive to writing in mathematics since most mathematical no-
tations are two dimensional. According to a study [1], pen input of mathematics is
about three times faster and two times less error-prone than standard keyboard and
mouse input. We can improve the efficiency even further by incorporating it into a
multi-party, collaborative environment where multiple participants, who may be geo-
graphically separated, could write or draw, for instance, on a shared canvas. This has
great potential to enhance distance collaboration between mathematicians, allowing
them to share a common virtual space and interact with it in the most natural ways,
just like having a discussion in the same room. With the widespread availability of
pen-enabled devices, developing such a collaborative environment has garnered much
interest from researchers in academia. This will be discussed in Section 1.4.
Within the broad areas of representation, recognition and collaboration, this thesis
investigates a number of specific sub-problems. We identify these briefly and then
continue with a general discussion of the context in which they arise.
• Chapter 2 describes an algorithm to obtain compact representation of digital
ink.
• Chapter 3 investigates the suitability of InkML to flexibly represent sophisti-
cated digital ink and proposes two brush models to demonstrate our ideas.
• Chapter 4 explores how to exchange digital ink data between different formats
3and provides a data binding solution for two-way conversion between SketchML
[2] and InkML [3].
• Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm to identify certain important metrics of hand-
written mathematical symbols.
• Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of using homotopy methods to identify
features in handwritten mathematical symbols.
• Chapter 7 investigates digital ink portability, both of digital ink data and of
digital ink application code.
• Chapter 8 examines the design issues in incorporating multimodal interactions
in mathematical collaboration.
• Chapter 9 proposes a streaming digital framework that is suitable for multi-
party collaboration.
• Chapter 10 presents InkChat, a whiteboard application, to demonstrate our
ideas.
It is expected that, by solving these sub-problems, it will greatly benefit digital ink
applications. In the remainder of the chapter, we will further introduce each of the
sub-problems, respectively.
1.2 Representation of Digital Ink
Data Representation
Existing handwriting recognition methods are typically based on representing char-
acters by sequences of points, each of which contains x and y values in a rectangular
coordinate system. This representation is readily available from a digital pen which
samples points from a traced curve with a certain frequency and outputs the sequence
of their coordinates in real time.
In order to accommodate detailed analysis and high definition rendering, higher
sampling rates are used, allowing more points to be collected within an interval of
time. However, this makes the input data lengthy and more costly to process. To solve
4this problem, we present an algorithm that can accurately approximate a digital ink
curve through selecting a subset of points from the original trace. In particular, the
algorithm can find an approximation with a specified number of points, which yields
the minimum cumulative error. Alternatively, it may be used to select the minimum
number of points required to satisfy an error bound. This algorithm uses dynamic
programming. The main advantage of the algorithm is that it is independent of the
choice of compatible error function and has a cost linear in the number of points.
This algorithm can be used to compact the representation of digital ink data while
preserving the shape of curves.
A flexible format that can accurately represent digital ink is essential for pen-
enabled software applications. Modern devices have reached maturity to support
different drawing and writing activities, e.g. diagramming and digital painting, by
providing additional information such as pen tilt angle, pen tip force, timestamp, etc.
However, few digital ink formats allow recording the additional information. After
considering various alternatives, we have arrived at a design of using InkML [3] to
represent digital ink. InkML has the advantage of being a W3C standard format. It
provides application-defined channels to support sophisticated digital ink representa-
tion. To demonstrate our ideas, we present two virtual brush models, Round Brush
and Tear Drop Brush. Both models can be used to improve the rendering quality of
digital ink. The Tear Drop Brush has been adopted into the InkML standard at our
suggestion.
We also note that with the widespread availability of pen-enabled devices it is
becoming increasingly important to be able to exchange drawing and writing input
between platforms and applications. However, various vendors record pen or touch
input either in their own proprietary formats, or simply as images that lose impor-
tant information. A number of formats for digital ink have been proposed earlier,
including Unipen [4, 5] and JOT [6], but these have either been restricted to special
uses or have not received wide acceptance. Presently two data formats stand out as
sufficiently general for wide-spread use: MIT SketchML and InkML. Techniques for
exchanging digital ink data between the two formats, however, are currently not read-
ily available. To address this issue, we describe a data binding solution for two-way
conversion between SketchML and InkML. We show how to transform SketchML files
to InkML archiving and streaming style. This allows digital ink data to be used in
collaborative environments where real-time sharing is desired. In the reverse conver-
5sion, we bind InkML elements to SketchML elements. This makes digital ink data
that is represented by InkML available to existing SketchML applications.
Mathematical Representation
As the sampling rate and resolution vary between different vendors and over genera-
tions of technology, such data is, however, not device-independent and therefore de-
pends on the specific capturing hardware. In order to use data from different capture
devices, various treatments have been developed, including “re-sampling” (interpola-
tion), which try to convert device resolution after the fact. These methods replace
the captured data with made up data that might have been captured on a different
device. To address this issue, we adopt an approach that can represent handwritten
symbols in the space of coefficients of a functional approximation. This approach has
been used in earlier work [7, 8, 9, 10].
We consider an ink trace as a segment of a plane curve (x(s), y(s)), parameterized
by Euclidean arc length, s,
ds2 = dx2 + dy2
This parameterization has been found to lead to good recognition and makes intuitive
sense, since it gives curves that look the same the same parameterization [7]. Given a
digital ink trace (x(s), y(s)) and an approximating basis {Bi(s)}i=0,...,d, we represent
the trace using the coefficients xi and yi from
x(s) ≈
d∑
i=0
xiBi(s) y(s) ≈
d∑
i=0
yiBi(s)
It is convenient to choose the functions Bi(s) to be orthogonal polynomials, e.g.
Chebyshev, Legendre or some other polynomials. By choosing an appropriate family
of basis polynomials to high enough degree, the approximating curve can be made
arbitrarily close to the original trace.
We have found a Legendre-Sobolev basis allows approximating curves to have the
desired shape for relatively low degrees. These may be computed by Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization of the monomials {si} with respect to the inner product
〈f, g〉 =
∫ b
a
f(s)g(s)ds+ µ
∫ b
a
f ′(s)g′(s)ds.
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Figure 1.1: Approximation using Legendre-Sobolev series. (a) Original.
(b) Approximated using series of degree 12 with µ = 1/8.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Another example of approximation using Legendre-Sobolev series.
(a) Original. (b) Approximated using series of degree 12 with µ = 1/8.
If a symbol has multiple strokes, we join consecutive strokes by concatenating the
point series, which yields a single curve. For more details see [10]. Examples of using
Legendre-Sobolev polynomials in approximation is shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure
1.2. After approximation, we may now represent the digital ink trace, or symbol,
as the coefficient vector (x0, ..., xd, y0, ..., yd). We may standardize the location and
size of the character by setting x0, y0 to 0 and the norm of the vector to 1. Such
representation is more robust under changes in hardware and can consequently make
handwriting recognition software more portable.
71.3 Recognition of Digital Ink
Recognition is essential for digital ink applications as it can interpret the input and
allow useful computations. Current systems are now achieving good recognition rates
on individual mathematical symbols, in general recognition of complete expressions
remains a problem due to its two-dimensional nature. In handwritten mathematics,
it is common to have symbols in various sizes and for the writing not to follow sim-
ple baselines. For example, subscripts and superscripts appear relatively smaller than
normal text and are written slightly below or above it. Moreover, these subscripts and
superscripts may themselves have subscripts and superscripts. Such notation makes
the analysis of the spatial relationships between symbols challenging as it introduces
various ambiguities. For example, whether a particular symbol is lowercase “p” or an
uppercase “P” makes the difference between a subscripted pq or the juxtaposed Pq.
To help solve the problem, it requires an effective algorithm that can accurately dif-
ferentiate between fluctuations in positioning and intentional sub- or super-scripting
over a baseline. In order to accomplish this, we need to understand the scale and
relative positioning of individual symbols. Therefore, it becomes necessary to identify
the location of certain expected features, such as the location of baseline, which are
typically defined by particular points in the symbols. These particular points occur
at different locations in different symbols, and their precise locations may vary in
different handwriting samples of the same symbol. For example, the baseline of a
lower “p” would be identified by the lowest part of the bowl, ignoring the descender.
In contrast, the baseline of lowercase “k” would be identified by the toes. We refer
to a point such as this, that determines the height of a metric line, as a determining
point.
Finding determining points for an individual handwritten symbol is easy. One
can simply annotate the symbol with the positions of all those points. However,
identifying determining points for all symbols in a collection or symbols recovered
as input to an application is much more challenging. First, it is prohibitively costly
to manually annotate a large database. Secondly, applications such as mathematics
involve a large variety of symbols derived from a range of alphabets and other sources.
In practice, many of them are often poorly written and there is no fixed dictionary of
words to assist in disambiguation [11]. This increases the difficulty to find determining
points reliably. Meanwhile, each person’s handwriting is unique — even identical
twins write differently [12]. Even if a training database were to be fully annotated, it
8is not entirely clear how this should best be used to identify the points of interest in
new input. Last, but not least, the usual methods for detecting determining points
depend on device resolution significantly. With rapidly evolving technology, this
means that new algorithms cannot use archival data directly and therefore must be
“re-sampled” (interpolated).
To address this problem, we present an algorithm that can automatically iden-
tify the determining points in handwritten symbols. Knowing the determining points
of each symbol can help us solve a number of problems. For example, one can use
the determining points to improve two-dimensional mathematical recognition. By
comparing the baseline locations and the sizes of adjacent symbols, one can identify
subscripts and superscripts (e.g. S2, S2, S
2) with more confidence. Another ap-
plication is in handwriting neatening. Since handwritten symbols often come with
variations in alignment and size, certain transformations based on determining points
can be applied to obtain normalized samples while preserving the original writing
style. In contrast to existing methods, which treat digital ink traces as a collection
of discrete points, this algorithm relies on interpreting ink traces as single points in
a functional space. This allows device independence, on one hand, and a simple for-
mulation of homotopic deformation, on the other. To evaluate the performance of
the algorithm, we test it against a database of handwritten mathematical characters.
The experiments show promising results.
We learned from the earlier experiments that for characters that are significantly
different from the average instance, one can use a numerical homotopy between the
model instance and the target character, and apply a local extremum-finding algo-
rithm at each step. We further investigate the factors to be taken into account in
performing such homotopies. We examine two strategies for possible starting points
for the homotopy, and the relation between the distance from the starting points
to the ending points and the number of steps required. The first strategy performs
a homotopy to the average symbol, constructed from all samples of the same type.
The second strategy uses a homotopy to the nearest neighbor with known determin-
ing points. We present our experimental results against a database of handwritten
mathematical characters. The results suggest improved strategies to find determining
points for poorly written characters.
91.4 Collaboration with Digital Ink
We are motivated by the problem of how to support computer-enhanced distance
collaboration, where machines can interpret the input and allow useful computations.
However, this problem presents many challenges. First, existing techniques typically
use Application Program Interfaces (APIs) and proprietary ink formats that are re-
stricted to single platforms and consequently lack portability. Collaboration software,
however, is most useful when it is platform-independent, both because an individual
may use different platforms at different times, and because teams may be composed
of members using different systems. Dealing with significantly different client soft-
ware reduces the ability of the individual or the group to master its use. If any of
the members has difficulty, efficiency of the whole team suffers. Second, existing sys-
tems typically allow only one input method to be used at a time. For example, in
Microsoft OneNote, one can either type or draw, but not simultaneously. This places
strong limitations on what can be done. For example, it becomes quite awkward
to explain an activity while it is being performed. Last, but not least, we believe
that the synergy of pen-based collaboration and recognition of mathematical input
can enhance the efficiency of online interaction. Nevertheless, there is no technology
that allows to capitalize on both simultaneously: some software handles recognition
without the ability for real-time sharing, e.g. the Maple computer algebra system
[13], while others provide sharing, but no mathematical recognition, e.g. Microsoft
OneNote [14], Calliflower [15] or Dabbleboard [16].
To address these issues, we first present a portable framework that can handle
the details of a variety of platforms and provide a consistent, platform-independent
interface for digital ink applications. Applications that are built on top of the frame-
work can collect digital ink across all the supported platforms without knowing their
underlying details. In addition, this framework uses InkML as data representation
as it provides both digital ink streaming and archival support independent of plat-
forms. Together, it makes portable digital ink applications possible so that we can
“write once and run anywhere”. We then investigate the question of how multimodal-
ity can be used in computer-mediated mathematical collaboration. We analyze the
design issues in incorporating multimodal interactions in this kind of collaboration.
Finally, we propose a framework for multi-user online collaboration in a pen-based
and graphical environment. This environment allows participants conducting and
archiving collaborative sessions that involve synchronized voice and digital ink on a
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shared canvas. The digital ink is represented as InkML, allowing special recognizers
for different content types, such as mathematics and diagrams. The collaborative
sessions may be recorded and stored for later playback, analysis or annotation. To
demonstrate our ideas, we present InkChat, a whiteboard application, which can be
used to conduct collaborative sessions on a shared canvas. It allows participants to
use voice and digital ink independently and simultaneously, which has been found
useful in mathematical collaboration.
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Part I
Representation
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Chapter 2
Compact Representation of
Digital Ink
Digital ink curves are typically represented as series of points sampled at certain time
intervals. We are interested in the problem of how to select a minimal subset of
sample points to approximate a digital ink curve within a given error bound. We
present an algorithm to find an approximation with a specified number of points and
providing the minimum cumulative error. Alternatively, it may be used to select
the minimum number of points required to satisfy an error bound. This chapter is
based on the article “Optimization of Point Selection on Digital Ink Curves” [17]
co-authored with Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in the proceedings of the 13th
International Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition.
2.1 Introduction
Pen input is one of the more convenient and natural forms of entry for several kinds
of input, and has therefore been adopted by a variety of electronic devices such
as tablets, PDAs, touch sensitive whiteboards, and cell phones. Tied to the pen
input is the notion of digital ink. Digital ink is generated by sampling points from
a traced curve at a certain rate, and thus is typically presented in the form of a
series of points, each of which contains x and y values in a rectangular coordinate
system at a particular time. Recognition software applications take these sequences
as input. In order to accommodate detailed analysis and high definition rendering,
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higher sampling rates are used, allowing more points to be collected within an interval
of time. However, this creates more work for recognition software applications and
demands more resources for storage. We are therefore interested in how to select a
subset of these sampled points that retain a desired degree of accuracy.
We are motivated by the problem of how to accurately approximate a digital ink
curve through selecting a subset of points from the original trace. We wish to reduce
the size of the subset while bounding the approximation’s error. In other words,
we would like to save the critical points that determine the shape of the curve (e.g.
turning points) and remove those which have little impact (e.g. middle points on a
straight line).
2.2 Previous Work
This is a problem for which there has been considerable previous work, some of which
we highlight here. In 1986, Dunham [18] proposed an optimal algorithm to find a
piecewise linear approximation with fixed initial and final points by selecting a subset
of points from the original set. The approximation is optimal in the sense that it
contains the minimum number of segments such that the error on each is below a
uniform threshold. The error on each segment was taken to be the maximal distance
from the curve segment to the line segment. In 1996, Horst and Beichl [19] introduced
an algorithm which used arc-chord length difference as the error. Compared to [18],
this algorithm achieved lower complexity but cannot guarantee global optimality.
In 2007, another algorithm was presented in [20], which iteratively computes chordal
deviation—the distance between the original curve and its approximation. Points with
the minimal distance are removed until the distance becomes larger than a threshold.
In 2012, Mazalov and Watt [21] described a piecewise linear approximation algorithm
to compress digital ink. That algorithm is fast but suboptimal and selects points
using a combination of two error functions. All of these algorithms compute the error
on each curve segment and attempt to minimize the maximum error. They do not
minimize the cumulative error which reflects the approximation’s global deviation
from the original curve. Sometimes the maximum error on each curve segment can
be small but the cumulative error large, which can produce global distortion.
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2.3 Objectives
Our method is based on the observation that, for piecewise linear approximation,
removing sample points gives approximating curves of shorter arc length. Arc length
discrepancy is additive and may be used as a proxy for other error measures. A
continuous curve may be approximated by a piecewise linear function with vertices
on the curve. Decreasing the arc length discrepancy by adding points to a piecewise
linear approximation decreases all the usual error measures and cannot increase them.
We present an algorithm to find an optimal point selection to approximate a
piecewise linear curve. It can be used in two ways:
• Given a digital ink curve consisting of n ≥ 2 points and a specified number
of points 2 ≤ k ≤ n, the algorithm selects a subset of k points such that the
arc length discrepancy between the approximation and the original curve is
minimized.
• Given a digital ink curve and a bound on arc length discrepancy, the algorithm
selects a subset of points of minimum number required to approximate the
curve to within that bound. That is, no smaller subset of the original points
can achieve the bound.
Both uses are globally optimal and can be applied to both open and closed, planar
and space curves.
The method can be applied when other error measures are of interest. In this
case, though fast and good, the point selection is not guaranteed to be optimal. We
have used this method with a variety of error types used in prior work, including the
arc-chord length difference, maximal height, average height, which in turn measure
the difference between the curve length and the chord length, the maximal height
from the curve to the chord, and the average height from the curve to the chord. All
of these errors are computed on each curve segment.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.4, we present
the algorithm and analyze its correctness and complexity. Section 2.5 reports on
experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of with several error functions.
Section 2.6 summarizes the chapter.
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2.4 The Approximation Algorithms
2.4.1 Problem Definition
We consider a digital ink curve to be a two dimensional curve made up of a series of
points. Our objective is to find an acceptable approximation by selecting a subset of
points from the original ones. We have two problems:
• Given a digital ink curve consisting of n ≥ 2 points and a specified number of
points k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, how can we select the k points such that the cumulative
error between the approximation and the original curve is minimized?
• Given a digital ink curve consisting of n ≥ 2 points and a cumulative error
threshold ǫ ≥ 0, how can we select the minimum number of points required to
approximate the curve such that the cumulative error is less than or equal to ǫ?
Both problems can be seen as graph problems. Given a digital ink curve consisting
of n points, we first assign an index to each point. A weighted DAG (directed acyclic
graph) G(V,E) can be constructed from these points, where
{
V = {vi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
E = {(vi, vj) | 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1}
(2.1)
The set V contains n vertices, with vi corresponding to the i-th point pi on the
digital ink curve. The DAG will be constructed to have a unique source (vertex with
no inbound edge) and a unique sink (vertex with no outbound edge). The source
corresponds to the initial point p0 and the sink corresponds to the final point pn−1.
The weight of each edge is defined as:
w(vi, vj) = errorFn(pi, pj) (2.2)
The error function errorFn(pi, pj) is given beforehand. It measures the approxi-
mation error on the curve segment determined by pi and pj . Different error functions
can be applied to compute for different error types. Section 2.4.3 will explain the
error types in detail.
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Algorithm 1: Approximation by k points
Input: A digital ink curve of n points, n ≥ 2
Input: The specified number k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n
Output: The indices of the k points
begin
// The indices of the k points
S ← {};
// The minimum weight table
D ← (k + 1)× n matrix;
// Path
P ← (k + 1)× n matrix;
// Initialization
for j ← 1 to n− 1 do
D2,j ← w(v0, vj);
P2,j ← 0;
// Compute the rest of D
for m← 3 to k do
for j ← m− 1 to n− 1 do
min weight←∞;
for i← m− 2 to j − 1 do
weight← Dm−1,i + w(vi, vj);
prior vertex index← 0;
if weight < min weight then
min weight← weight;
prior vertex index← i;
Dm,j ← min weight;
Pm,j ← prior vertex index;
// Restore the path
vertex index← n− 1;
for i← 0 to k − 1 do
S ← S ∪ {vertex index};
vertex index← Pk−i,vertex index
return S
The first problem is now equivalent to finding a path from the source to the sink
consisting of k vertices with minimum total weight. The second problem is equivalent
to finding the shortest path from the source to the sink such that the total weight is
less or equal to the given threshold.
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Algorithm 2: Approximation by error threshold
Input: A digital ink curve of n points, n ≥ 2
Input: The error threshold ǫ, ǫ ≥ 0
Output: The indices of the selected points
begin
// The selected points
S ← {};
// The minimum weight table
D ← (n+ 1)× n matrix;
// Path
P ← (n + 1)× n matrix;
// The smallest m that makes Dm,n−1 ≤ ǫ
m∗ = 2;
// Initialization
for j ← 1 to n− 1 do
D2,j ← w(v0, vj);
P2,j ← 0;
if D2,n−1 > ǫ then
// Compute the rest of D
for m← 3 to n do
for j ← m− 1 to n− 1 do
min weight←∞;
for i← m− 2 to j − 1 do
weight← Dm−1,i + w(vi, vj);
prior vertex index← 0;
if weight < min weight then
min weight← weight;
prior vertex index← i;
Dm,j ← min weight;
Pm,j ← prior vertex index;
if Dm,n−1 ≤ ǫ then
m∗ ← m;
break;
// Restore the path
vertex index← n− 1;
for i← 0 to m∗ − 1 do
S ← S ∪ {vertex index};
vertex index← Pm∗−i,vertex index
return S
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2.4.2 Algorithm
Both paths are guaranteed to exist and can be found using dynamic programming.
Given a graph G(V,E), we define a matrix D, where Dm,j represents the minimum
total weight of the path from the source, v0, to vertex vj includingm vertices. Initially,
we assign
D2,j =
{
∞ if j = 0
w(v0, vj) if 0 < j ≤ n− 1
For m ≥ 3, Dm,j can be computed as:
Dm,j =


min
m−2≤i<j
{Dm−1,i + w(vi, vj)} if j ≥ m− 1
∞ otherwise
Therefore, finding the minimum cumulative error of a k-point approximation is
simply to compute Dk,n−1, where k is the specified number of points and n− 1 is the
index of the final point on the original curve. The complete algorithm to select the k
points is shown in Algorithm 1.
Similar to Algorithm 1, finding an approximation consisting of the minimum
number of points such that the cumulative error is within a given threshold, ǫ, is
achieved by exiting the loop with a break statement. We keep computing Dm,n−1
for m = 2 . . . n until we find the first m that makes Dm,n−1 ≤ ǫ. For additive errors,
the m is guaranteed to exist as the cumulative error decreases when more points are
selected and reaches 0 when all points are selected. The complete algorithm is laid
out in Algorithm 2.
2.4.3 Error Types
We construct digital ink curves using linear and cubic spline interpolation methods
since they are commonly used in the area of digital ink rendering, handwriting recog-
nition, and handwriting neatening. By selecting a subset of points, the approximation
algorithm introduces differences between the approximation and the original curve.
These differences introduce error. The error is measured on each segment (i.e. the
interval between each pair of points on the curve), and we assign zero to the error on
the segment formed by any two consecutive points. Errors can be cumulated along
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: Error types: (a) Arc-Chord Length Error, (b) Maximal Height Error, and
(c) Average Height Error. The curve is constructed using cubic spline interpolation.
the approximated curve, which reflects the global deviation from the original one. As
digital ink curves may be generated in different scales, we normalize each by its arc
length in order to evaluate the error fairly.
As we are interested in minimizing the global deviation error, we choose error types
based on three criteria. A good type of error should be computationally efficient,
additive, and has a natural meaning in geometry. In this thesis, we consider three
types: Arc-Chord Length Error, Maximal Height Error, and Average Height Error.
• Arc-Chord Length Error measures the difference between the sum of the
arc length of each curve piece and the length of the chord. An example is
shown in Figure 2.1(a). The error on the segment (pi, pi+3) is computed as
Si+Si+1+Si+2+Si+3−Ci,i+3, where S is the arc length of the curve piece and
C is the chord length.
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• Maximal Height Error measures the maximal distance between the curve
segment and the line segment. An example is shown in Figure 2.1(b).
• Average Height Error measures the average distance between the curve seg-
ment and the line segment. An example is shown in Figure 2.1(c).
2.4.4 Correctness
Selecting the m-th point is a process of computing Dm,n−1, where n− 1 is the index
of the final point on the original digital ink curve. Since
Dm,n−1 = min
m−2≤i<n−1
{Dm−1,i + w(vi, vn−1)},
we can recursively compute Dm,n−1, m = 3 . . . n using dynamic programming with the
given initial condition D2,i = w(v0, vi), 0 < i ≤ n−1. This is a particular application
of the Principle of Optimality [22] and Dm,n−1 will be the minimum cumulative error
of the approximation consisting of m points.
Since the Arc-Chord Length error is additive, the matrix D has the following
properties: with the increase of m, Dm,n−1 decreases and reaches 0 when m = n.
But for the other two types errors, the matrix D may not have the property that
Dm,n−1 ≤ Dm′,n−1 when m
′ ≥ m. However, since Dn,n−1 is 0 in either case, we can
always use the algorithm to find the solution.
2.4.5 Complexity
The complexity to find the k-point approximation is O(kn2). To see this, note we
are computing a matrix. To select k points, it is necessary to compute k rows. Since
each row has n entries, we have a total cost of O(kn2). Finding an approximation
within a given cumulative error threshold ǫ, in the worst case that all points on the
original digital curve need to be selected, giving complexity O(n3).
The both complexities can be reduced if we look at only a fixed number of prior
vertices in computing Dm,j , but the approximation result may no longer be globally
optimal.
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(a) k = 5, e = 0.052 (b) k = 10, e = 0.013
(c) k = 15, e = 0.005 (d) k = 20, e = 0.002
Figure 2.2: Approximation of symbol “6” by specified number of points k. The black
points are the points on the original curve. The red points are the approximation.
The error is the arc-chord length error. We use e to denote the cumulative error.
2.5 Experiments
Figure 2.2 shows an example of applying Algorithm 1 to a digital ink curve. The
digital ink curve consists of 55 points which are marked as black dots. The red dots
are the selected points in the approximation. The error adopted here is the Arc-
Chord Length Error. Increasing the number of selected points from 5 to 20, the
approximation approaches the original digital ink curve quickly.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of applying Algorithm 2. The digital ink curve
consists of 51 points which are marked as black dots. The red dots are the selected
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(a) ǫ = 0.05, s = 6, e = 0.0459 (b) ǫ = 0.02, s = 9, e = 0.0182
(c) ǫ = 0.01, s = 12, e = 0.0093 (d) ǫ = 0.005, s = 16, e = 0.004
(e) ǫ = 0.002, s = 19, e = 0.0018 (f) ǫ = 0.001, s = 23, e = 0.0009
Figure 2.3: Approximation of symbol “n” by cumulative error threshold ǫ. The black
points are the points on the original curve. The red points are the approximation.
The error is the Arc-Chord Length Error. We use s and e to denote the number of
selected points and the cumulative error, respectively.
points in the approximation. The error adopted here is the Arc-Chord Length Error.
As we decrease the error threshold ǫ, more points are selected in order to restrict the
cumulative error within ǫ. When the error threshold drops to 0.001, the approximation
is almost as the same as the original digital ink curve. But the number of points
selected in the approximation is only half of the size of the original.
We have discussed three types of error in Section 2.4.3. To give a general idea of
the performance for each error type, we have tested our algorithms against a hand-
writing dataset. The handwriting dataset we used is that of LaViola [23], containing
10665 symbols, mostly Latin letters and digits. Altogether there are 13203 strokes
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Figure 2.4: The average time cost of using different error types in Algorithm 1.
in these symbols. We constructed digital ink curves from these strokes using linear
and cubic spline interpolation since they are commonly used in the area of digital
ink rendering, handwriting recognition, and handwriting neatening. All of the curves
were normalized by arc length in advance. We measured the average time cost in mil-
liseconds and average cumulative error (relative to the trace length) on each digital
ink curve. Figure 2.4 shows the average time cost of applying different error types
in Algorithm 1. We see that the Arc-Chord Length Error outperforms the others in
both linear and cubic spline cases. Figure 2.5 shows the average cumulative error
of applying different error types in Algorithm 1. With the increase of the specified
number of points, the average cumulative errors of all types drop dramatically, but
takes longer to compute.
Evaluation of these error types can be conducted in different ways. Since the
approximated curve and original curve share the same initial and final points, one
can compare the area enclosed by the two curves. A smaller area indicates that the
approximated curve in general looks more similar to the original one, which suggests
a better approximation. When the enclosed area becomes 0, the approximated curve
will overlap the original one and both curves will look exactly same. An alternative
way to evaluate these error types is to compare the arc length between the approxi-
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Figure 2.5: The average cumulative error of using different error types in Algorithm 1.
mated curve and original one. Since the two curves share the same initial and final
points and our point selection is a subset of the entire point set, one can compute
the difference between the arc length of the approximated curve and of the original
curve. A smaller difference suggests a higher similarity and a better approximation.
Figure 2.6 shows the average similarity which is defined as the arc length of the ap-
proximated curve divided by the arc length of the original curve. With the increase of
the specified number of points, the arc length of the approximated curves approaches
the arc length of original curve quickly.
2.6 Summary
We have presented an algorithm to select a subset of points to optimally approximate
a digital ink curve. In particular, it is able to find an approximation with a specified
number of points and providing the minimum cumulative error or to select the mini-
mum number of points required to satisfy a given error threshold. The algorithm is
based on dynamic programming and is independent of the choice of compatible error
function, and we have examined its performance with three: the Arc-Chord Length
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Figure 2.6: The average similarity between the approximated curve and original curve.
Error, the Maximal Height Error, and the Average Height Error. These were chosen
for their computational efficiency and natural geometric meaning. Our experiments
have shown that the Arc-Chord Length Error outperforms the others in terms of
average time cost in both linear and cubic spline cases.
There are a few interesting directions we would like to pursue in the future. First,
in addition to the cumulative error, we would like to restrict the error on each segment.
This would allow control of the local deviation as well as the global deviation. Second,
we wish to perform measurements with more types of error, including those involving
differences in the spatial derivatives.
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Chapter 3
Flexible Representation of
Sophisticated Digital Ink
Modern devices have reached maturity to support different drawing and writing activ-
ities, e.g. diagramming and digital painting, by providing additional information such
as pen tilt angle, pen tip force, timestamp, etc. However, few digital ink formats allow
recording these additional information. In this chapter, we investigate the suitability
of InkMl to represent sophisticated digital ink. InkML is a W3C standard format. It
provides application-defined channels to support sophisticated digital ink representa-
tion. To demonstrate our ideas, we present two virtual brush models, Round Brush
and Tear Drop Brush. Both models can be used to improve the rendering quality of
digital ink. The Tear Drop Brush has been adopted into InkML at our suggestion.
This chapter is based on my master thesis [24].
Different drawing and writing activities require different rendering brushes. For
example, diagramming may best be done with a brush that behaves like a pen or
pencil, while digital painting and East Asian calligraphy may require a bristled brush
which can result more stroke variations. To accommodate these needs, we present
two virtual brush models. Both models can be used to improve the rendering quality
of digital ink.
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Figure 3.1: An example of Chinese calligraphy. The Orchid Pavilion Gathering by
Xizhi Wang, a well known calligrapher [25].
3.1 Introduction
Although digital ink technologies have evolved over years, the “brushes” used by dig-
ital ink applications are still simpler than real brushes. These brushes are normally
two dimensional, only recording X and Y coordinates. Even in sophisticated appli-
cations, brush tip shapes tend to be at most ellipses or rectangles with a major and
minor dimension and perhaps an angle. Few of them provide support to record ad-
ditional information such as pen tilt angle, pen tip force, timestamp, etc., which are
essential when simulating more complex writing instruments. With the widespread
application of pen-based devices, it has become increasingly popular to render digital
ink strokes with different styles. This is particularly useful when aesthetic and deco-
rative effects are desired. Many Asian writing systems use a round brush with long
bristles as the writing implement. While the elliptical or rectangular contact shapes
may be sufficient to model writing with pens, they cannot represent the characteris-
tics of a physical brush. Take Chinese calligraphy as an example, as shown in Figure
3.1, since the brush is made of soft bristles, there are abundant width variations. The
width variations even exist in a single stroke. For instance, in Figure 3.2, the stroke
is fat at the beginning as writers pressed hard when the brush tip dropped on the
paper. Then it become thinner while the brush was moving. As soon as the brush
reached the end of the stroke, the tip suddenly turned back and the stroke got fat
again due to the delay of the long brush tail.
Various brush models have been developed and used on computers to simulate
bristled brush properties. One of the earliest attempts is that of Steve Strassmann
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Figure 3.2: A simple stroke of Chinese calligraphy.
[26]. He described an investigation into a realistic model of painting and proposed a
method which can be used to simulate the properties of wet paint brush. Wong and
Ip [27] presented an method to simulate the physical process of brush stroke creation.
This method uses a parameterized model which captures the brush’s 3D geometric
parameters, the brush bristle properties as well as the variations of ink deposition
along a stroke trajectory.
Our work is similar to those in that we all keep track of each ink point and calculate
its contour to simulate brush properties. Our work is also apart of those as we are
using InkML, a W3C standard, to represent and render digital ink.
In this chapter, we present two virtual brush models, Round Brush and Tear Drop
Brush, to render digital ink in different styles. The Round Brush may best be used
for diagramming while the Tear Drop Brush may be suitable for digital painting or
East Asian Calligraphy. Both brush models have been integrated into InkChat [28],
a whiteboard application which allows conducting multi-party collaboration.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we explain
how to represent sophisticated digital ink using InkML. Section 3.3 presents the brush
models. In Section 3.4, we summarize the chapter with a brief discussion and suggest
a few directions of future work.
3.2 InkML Representation
After considering various alternatives including Unipen [4], JOT [6], ISF [29], and
SVG [30], we arrived at a design using InkML. InkML is a W3C standard format.
It provides application-defined channels to support sophisticated ink representation.
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Each application-defined channel provides a coordinate value at each ink point. For
example, the InkML point (x, y, r, l, θ) specifies a five-channel trace format. Ap-
plications may arbitrarily define x, y to indicate the position of an ink point, r, l to
measure the brush head radius and the tail length, θ to represent the rotation angle
of the brush tail. Such feature is extremely useful as it allows applications to flexibly
represent digital ink strokes and to render them in different styles according to the
context.
Taking advantage of InkML, we propose a method to render sophisticated digital
ink in different styles. We first capture digital ink from pen-based devices and retrieve
information such as location, pen tip pressure, timestamp and tilt angle. To render
it with a particular brush property, we can simulate the dynamic brush shapes by
calculating the contour at each ink point.
To demonstrate our ideas, we have developed two virtual brush models.
3.3 Brush Models
Calligraphy cannot be rendered using simple lines or curves due to the stroke width
variations. We thus use a different approach: we calculate the dynamic brush shape at
each point while the brush is moving. Obviously, different brushes result in different
2D contours. Even using the same brush, different pressure may cause contour size
and shape variations. Therefore, after capturing the digital ink from pen-based device,
we convert it to brush-specific parameters and then render it according to the brush
type.
The first brush we developed is the Round Brush. We have also developed a more
sophisticated one, Tear Drop Brush, which can be used to simulate Chinese calligra-
phy. The following two sub-sections illustrate the two brush models, respectively.
3.3.1 Round Brush
The Round Brush, as its name suggests, draws each ink point as a filled circle. We
use three parameters to model the Round Brush, as shown in Figure 3.3. The x and
y are to indicate the position of the ink point and the r is to measure the circle radius
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(x  , y )
r
Figure 3.3: The model of Round Brush
which is a function of pen tip pressure. In general, the harder you press the brush,
the larger the circle. In our model, the radius of the circle r is linearly proportional
to the pressure p, i.e.
r = kp,
where k is a heuristic constant.
Pen-based devices work under certain sampling rates. A higher sampling rate
indicates it can sample more ink points in a unit time and therefore leads to a greater
chance that two successive circles would overlap. A lower sampling rate indicates it
can sample fewer ink points in a unit time and leads to a smaller chance that two
successive circles would overlap. In addition, if the brush moves fast, the chance of
overlapping would correspondingly decrease. Practically two successive circles do not
overlap if the brush is moving. Even if they are overlapped, there is a great chance
that they are not fully overlapped. As long as full overlap does not exit, there will be
a gap between each pair of successive circles. In order to obtain a smooth rendering,
we fill the gaps by calculating the external tangents and coloring the area determined
by the four tangent points, as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.3.2 Tear Drop Brush
The idea of the Tear Drop Brush comes from the Round Brush and it is more so-
phisticated. Holding a brush upright and pressing the tip on to paper, then lifting
it up quickly, would leave a round dot. If you then press the tip on to paper and
drag it for a tiny distance, there would be a dot that looks like a tear drop left on
the paper. However, if you press the brush very hard, the soft bristles would spread
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Figure 3.4: Filling the gap between two successive Round Brush ink points.
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Figure 3.5: The model of Tear Drop Brush
out and the ink mark would become a fat round dot again. Based on this idea, we
use five parameters to model the Tear Drop Brush, as shown in Figure 3.5. x and y
indicate the position of the ink point, r represents the head radius, θ indicates the
rotation angle of the tail, and l measures the tail length, the distance from the circle
centre to the tail end.
In principle, the head radius should be a function of pressure. The harder you
press the brush, the larger the radius would be. In our approach, we set the radius r
to be directly proportional to the pressure p, i.e.
r = kp,
where k is a heuristic constant.
The tail length l ranges from r to L which is the length of the brush bristles. Its
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Figure 3.6: Tear Drop Brush. (a) The tail end remains. (b) The tail end moves.
value depends on the distance between old tail end and the position of the new ink
point.
We can describe this using what is called the “donkey wagon” model. Imagine the
tail end of the tear drop shape is a wagon on a rope being pulled by a donkey at the
center of the head. When the donkey changes direction the wagon follows the rope,
which will be a straight line to the donkey’s current position. If the donkey moves in a
direction that makes the rope lose, then the wagon stays in the same place. Likewise,
there are two cases when moving the Tear Drop Brush. If the distance between the
old tail end and the new ink point is smaller than L, the new tail end would stay
at its original place and we fill the area as shown in Figure 3.6(a). If the distance
exceeds L, the new tail end would move to somewhere on the line determined by the
old tail end and the new ink point, while the tail length becomes L. And we fill the
area as shown in Figure 3.6(b)
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Figure 3.7: An example of Chinese calligraphy using Tear Drop Brush.
In the implementation, we retrieve coordinates and pen tip pressure at each ink
point from a Wacom tablet running on Ubuntu 8.10. We convert it to the Tear Drop
Brush parameters and then save them into InkML points (x, y, r, θ, l). An example
image of the Tear Drop Brush calligraphy can be seen in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows
the plot of the first stroke of Figure 3.7.
3.4 Summary
Our work is an attempt to render digital ink with calligraphic properties. We have
found a simple mathematical model to be sufficient to represent writing with a round,
bristled brush. Our model is able to portray a good approximation to the contact
shape of a brush being dragged along the writing surface, depositing ink with changes
in pressure and direction. This “tear drop” contact shape has been adopted into
InkML at our suggestion.
The main utility of our model is that it can be used to construct a good approx-
imation to the time history of a bush contact shape, and hence the stroke outline,
from the(x, y, pressure) history of a single contact point. This allows a digital pen to
be used to form realistic strokes, as though created by a paint brush or writing brush.
In particular, this allows basic calligraphic brush writing using digital ink.
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(a) The ink stroke to plot (in red).
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Figure 3.8: The plot of Tear Drop Brush parameters
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Chapter 4
Portable Representation of
Digital Ink
The MIT Sketch Markup Language (SketchML) and the Ink Markup Language
(InkML) are both used for sketch data representation. Techniques for exchanging
sketch data between the two formats, however, are currently not readily available.
In this article, we present a data binding solution for two-way conversion between
SketchML and InkML. We show how to transform SketchML files to InkML archiv-
ing and streaming style. This allows sketch data to be used in collaborative en-
vironments where real-time sharing is desired. In the reverse conversion, we bind
InkML elements to SketchML elements. This makes sketch data that is represented
by InkML available to existing SketchML applications. We have tested these ideas
in a shared whiteboard application and found them to perform well. This chapter
is based on the article “From MIT SketchML to InkML, or There and Back Again”
[31] co-authored with Stephen M. Watt, that presented at 10th IAPR International
Workshop on Document Analysis Systems.
4.1 Introduction
While once somewhat exotic and specialized, pen and touch enabled devices are now
ubiquitous. It is therefore becoming increasingly important to be able to exchange
drawing and writing input between platforms and applications. Various vendors
record pen or touch input either in their own proprietary formats, or simply as images
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that lose important information. Various formats for digital ink have been proposed
earlier, including Unipen and JOT, but these have either been restricted to special
uses or have not received wide acceptance. Presently two data formats stand out as
sufficiently general for wide-spread use: InkML and MIT SketchML (we will refer to
as SketchML in the following text for simplicity). Both of these are XML-based data
formats, similar in that they both record trace information, but otherwise quite dif-
ferent. This chapter examines the question of what is involved in converting between
these formats. Before describing the technical challenges and our solutions, we first
set the stage with some basic ideas.
InkML (Ink Markup Language) is an open and up-to-date recommendation stan-
dard which is proposed by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). It can be used
by digital ink applications for multiple purposes. n particular, it supports digital
ink sharing based on the concept of context [32]. The context is represented by the
<context> element which contains various aspects of real-time scenario, including
<canvas>, <canvasTransform>, <traceFormat>, <inkSource>, <brush> and
<timestamp>, which in turn specifies the canvas, canvas transformation, trace for-
mat, ink source properties, brush properties and time stamp.
SketchML (Sketch Markup Language) is an XML-based open format which was
developed by the Design Rationale Group at MIT. It provides a collection of elements
to represent user’s sketch as well as other meta information such as the study and the
domain that the sketch was created for. It enables stroke grouping and annotation by
allowing for the creation of the <shape> element. SketchML is useful in sketch data
representation and annotation [33]. However, it lacks support for sketch sharing which
is critical in many collaborative scenarios. These scenarios, such as classroom teach-
ing, distance education, work-group meeting, and collaborative document annotation,
typically involve multiple participants, which is complicated compared with the sin-
gle user case. The application in these scenarios could be even more restricted when
the collaborative environment is heterogeneous. The restrictions stem not only from
differences between operating systems and platforms but also from the differences in
characteristics of the pen devices, such as channel properties, screen resolution and
so on.
We are interested in exploiting the benefits of both the InkML and the SketchML
formats so that sketch data can be flexibly represented as well as easily shared. This
demands a technique for efficient conversion between the two formats. However, such
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Figure 4.1: SketchML elements.
conversion is not straightforward. The organizations of the elements within the two
formats are different. Hence, they impose different requirements for markup proces-
sors and generators and give different computational complexities for certain oper-
ations. In SketchML, contextual information are delivered by the attributes of the
<shape> element which represents a series of strokes. All the ink points associated
with the strokes are given by references to the <point> elements which are typi-
cally stored separately from the <shape> element. This is opposite to the InkML
format. In InkML, contextual information are retrieved from strokes and stored
apart. Depending on scenarios, the contextual elements may appear either within
<definitions> element or prior to <trace>/<traceGroup> elements. References
to the contextual elements are made by the <contextRef> and the <brushRef>
attributes of the <trace>/<traceGroup> element. The <trace>/<traceGroup>
element carries explicit coordinate values instead of references to ink points. There-
fore, this conversion problem is to transform the SketchML format to the InkML
format and vice versa in efficient ways. In an abstract view, this transformation can
be seen as semantically binding elements between the two formats.
In this chapter, we present a technique to interchange sketch data between the
SketchML format and the InkML format. By converting from SketchML to InkML,
we make SketchML data acceptable by digital ink applications that support InkML.
We also exploit the InkML streaming features so that sketch can be shared in real
time between participants, who may be in the same room or across the planet. By
converting from InkML to SketchML, we make sketch data that is represented by
InkML compatible to existing SketchML applications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we discuss the
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<annotationXML>
<sketcher>
<id>86bf5a7b -b71b -4912 -a3aa -e686f5abdf1b</id>
<dpi x="96" y="96" />
</sketcher>
</annotationXML>
Listing 4.1: SketchML <sketcher> as InkML annotation
technique to convert sketch data from the SketchML format to the InkML format.
In section 4.3, we discuss the technique of the reverse conversion, from the InkML
format to the SketchML format. In section 4.4, we present a sketching interface
implementation to demonstrate our ideas. In section 4.5, we summarize with a brief
discussion.
4.2 SketchML to InkML
SketchML can be used by applications to store and manipulate sketch data. The
<sketch> element is the root element of any SketchML file instances. It contains a
set of metadata elements as well as sketch data elements. Figure 4.1 shows each of
them.
The metadata elements includes <sketcher>, <mediaInfo>, <study> and
<domain>, which in turn specifies the person who created the sketch, the refer-
enced external file (e.g. audio file), and the study and the domain that the sketch
was created for. The sketch data elements, including <point> and <shape>, are
used to represent a series of strokes. Each stroke consists of a sequence of contiguous
ink points. To support stroke grouping and annotation, multiple strokes are allowed
to exist within a named <shape> element. The <shape> element may also contain
other metadata such as color, pen tip, raster and so on. The UUIDs that are assigned
to each point in SkethcML are encoded as additional channels in the InkML trace
format.
To convert from the SketchML format to the InkML format, the metadata ele-
ments can be easily represented by InkML <annotationXML> elements. An example
of using InkML <annotationXML> element to represent SketchML metadata element
is shown in Listing 4.1.
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InkML provides two styles of sketch data generation and usage — archiving and
streaming. The two are semantically equivalent and can be faithfully converted from
one to the other [34]. They are designed for different application scenarios. The
archiving style provides more direct support for operations such as search and re-
trieval, whereas the streaming style provides more direct support for instantly stream-
ing sketch data with lower overhead on the wire. Therefore, the sketch data elements
in SketchML must be converted accordingly. We will discuss the conversion to each
style in detail.
4.2.1 SketchML to Archival InkML
InkML archiving typically handles strokes that have been collected over some span of
time and may re-organize them so that preferably the strokes be state-free. Therefore,
the associated contextual information can be stored apart from the strokes. It is usu-
ally represented by the <context> elements. Each of them is assigned an identifier
using the xml:id attribute. References to these contextual elements are made using
the contextRef attributes of each stroke.
To accommodate the InkML archiving style, we represent each SketchML
<shape> element by a pair of an InkML <traceGroup> element and a <context>
element. The <traceGroup> contains the shape’s coordinates. The <context> ele-
ment contains contextual information. Reference to the <context> element is made
by the contextRef attribute of the <traceGroup> element.
If the <shape> element contains sub-stroke (i.e. a reference to another <shape>
element), a child <traceGroup> element will be created. Otherwise, an InkML
<trace> element will be created to store coordinate values of associated ink points.
An InkML <traceFormat> element will be created at the same time to describe the
format that is used to encode each ink point within the <trace> element. In par-
ticular, it defines the sequence of coordinate values that occurs within the <trace>
element. The order of declaration of channels in the <traceFormat> element deter-
mines the order of appearance of the coordinate values within the <trace> element.
An example of conversion from SketchML to InkML archiving style is shown in Listing
4.2.
Conversion from SketchML to InkML archiving is useful in that it makes SketchML
data available to InkML applications. By retrieving contextual information from
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<ink xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2003/ InkML">
<definitions>
....
<context traceFormatRef="#TF0" xml:id="Ctx2">
<brush xml:id="Brush2">
<brushProperty name="transparency" value="255" />
<brushProperty name="rasterOp" value="copyPen" />
<brushProperty name="color" value="#000000" />
<brushProperty name="tip" value="ellipse" />
<brushProperty name="laysInk" value="true" />
</brush>
<timestamp time="1180113658602" xml:id="TS2"/>
</context>
<traceFormat xml:id="TF0">
<channel name="X" orientation="+ve" type="decimal"/>
<channel name="Y" orientation="+ve" type="decimal"/>
<channel name="TIME" orientation="+ve" type="integer"/>
<channel name="MUID" orientation="+ve" type="integer"/>
<channel name="LUID" orientation="+ve" type="integer"/>
<intermittentChannels>
<channel name="P" orientation="+ve" type="decimal"/>
</intermittentChannels>
</traceFormat>
...
</definitions>
...
<traceGroup contextRef="#Ctx2" xml:id="TG2">
<annotationXML>
<shape id="5a6b5e88 -5274 -404e-abb2 -19c2e40351c9"
author="86bf5a7b-b71b -4912 -a3aa -e686f5abdf1b"
height="1" name="stroke"
type="SubStroke" width="150"/>
</annotationXML>
<trace xml:id="Trace2">
3305.0 9966.0 1180113657038 2758944186448628176
-6377473126013613401 23.0,
3330.0 9952.0 1180113657046 -7998112319767163665
-5372399576976323103 29.0
</trace >
</traceGroup>
...
</ink>
Listing 4.2: Example of conversion from SketchML to InkML archiving stlye. The
MUID and LUID represent the most and least significant bits of the UUID of each point,
respectively.
strokes, we can also make certain contextual elements in InkML reusable by other
strokes and thus could potentially optimize sketch interpretations in the future.
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Figure 4.2: Example of InkML Streaming style
4.2.2 SketchML to Streaming InkML
InkML streaming delivers strokes in sequential time order. Compared with InkML
archiving, contextual information are inserted into the stream of the strokes, as
needed, to provide interpretation. Changes to the current context are given by
<context> elements. This corresponds to an event-driven model of ink genera-
tion, where events which result in contextual changes map directly to elements in the
markup. An example of the InkML streaming style is shown in Figure 4.2. In this
example, the participant A first sends a context change event. It notifies the partici-
pant B that the stroke “01” must be interpreted as a “pen” stroke. The participant
B then sends another context change event followed by stroke “02” and stroke “03”.
It specifies that both the strokes must be interpreted as “crayon” strokes. Later, the
participant A switched trace format to “XYP”. It notifies the participant B that each
ink point of the stroke “04” should be treated as (x, y, p) triplet, where the x and y
are the position coordinates of the ink point, and the p is the pen tip pressure.
To convert sketch data from the SketchML format to the InkML format, an InkML
<traceGroup> element along with a <context> element will be generated for each
SketchML <shape> element. To accommodate the streaming style, the <context>
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<context traceFormatRef="TF0" xml:id="Ctx2">
<brush xml:id="Brush2">
<brushProperty name="transparency" value="255" />
...
</brush>
</context>
<traceGroup contextRef="#Ctx2" xml:id="TG2">
<annotationXML>
<shape id="5a6b5e88 -5274 -404e-abb2 -19c2e40351c9"
type="SubStroke" width="150"
author="86bf5a7b -b71b -4912 -a3aa -e686f5abdf1b"
height="1" name="stroke"/>
</annotationXML>
<trace xml:id="Trace2">
3305.0 9966.0 1180113657038
2758944186448628176 -6377473126013613401 23.0,
3330.0 9952.0 1180113657046
-7998112319767163665 -5372399576976323103 29.0,
...
</trace >
</traceGroup>
Listing 4.3: Example of conversion from SketchML to InkML streaming style.
element must appear prior to the <traceGroup> element. An example of conversion
from SketchML to InkML streaming style is shown in Listing 4.3.
Converting from SketchML to InkML streaming style is useful in that it allows
SketchML data to be shared instantly as it was captured. This enables SketchML
applications to be used in collaborative scenarios, such as classroom teaching, distance
education, work-group meeting, and collaborative document annotation, where sketch
data must be transmitted in real time and properly interpreted by other participants.
4.3 InkML to SketchML
Conversion from InkML to SketchML is simply a reverse process. All the meta data
elements, the <edit> element and the <speech> element can be easily restored
from the corresponding <annotationXML> elements in InkML. Each stroke and its
associated context will be altogether converted to a SketchML <shape> element. If
the stroke needs to be transformed (i.e. its associated context contains any InkML
<mapping> elements), the generated <shape> element will reflect such transforma-
tion. All of its ink points or sub-strokes will be transformed accordingly.
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4.4 Implementation and Experiments
To test our ideas we have developed a software implementation, InkChat (http:
//www.orcca.on.ca/InkChat/). InkChat is a cross-platform whiteboard application
which allows conducting and archiving collaborative sessions that involve synchro-
nized voice and sketch on a shared canvas. It accepts both the InkML and the
SketchML formats and incorporates the technique presented for conversion. In par-
ticular, it allows any SketchML elements to be processed in the InkML streaming
style so that it can be transmitted to other participants in real time.
4.5 Summary
We have shown how to convert from SketchML to InkML archiving style and to InkML
streaming style, each supports certain operations more directly. By converting to
InkML archiving style, we can make SketchML file available to InkML applications.
By converting to InkML streaming style, we can enable SketchML applications to be
used in collaborative environments where sketch can be seen by other participants in
real time. We have also shown how to conduct the reverse conversion, from InkML
to SketchML. It makes sketch data that is represented by InkML compatible to ex-
isting SketchML applications. As a proof-of-concept, we have presented InkChat, a
collaborative whiteboard application. It incorporates the conversion technique and
shows good performance.
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Part II
Recognition
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Chapter 5
Determining Points on
Handwritten Mathematical
Symbols
In a variety of applications, such as handwritten mathematics and diagram labelling,
it is common to have symbols of many different sizes in use and for the writing not to
follow simple baselines. In order to understand the scale and relative positioning of
individual characters, it is necessary to identify the location of certain expected fea-
tures. These are typically identified by particular points in the symbols, for example,
the baseline of a lower case “p” would be identified by the lowest part of the bowl,
ignoring the descender. We investigate how to find these special points automatically
so they may be used in a number of problems, such as improving two-dimensional
mathematical recognition and in handwriting neatening, while preserving the origi-
nal style. This chapter is based on the article “Determining Points on Handwritten
Mathematical Symbols” [35] co-authored with Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in
the proceedings of 2013 Conferences on Intelligent Computer Mathematics.
5.1 Introduction
Many digital ink applications allow handwritten characters in various sizes and in
different locations. For example, in mathematics, subscripts and superscripts ap-
pear relatively smaller than normal text and are written slightly below or above it.
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Moreover, these subscripts and superscripts may themselves have subscripts or super-
scripts. Such notation is easily read and understood. This involves determining the
relative baselines and sizes of symbols. This process may present various ambiguities,
for example whether a particular symbol is a lower case “p” or an upper case “P”
giving the subscripted pq or the juxtaposed Pq.
5.2 Determining Points
In order to find the scale and offset of individual characters, it is necessary to identify
the location of certain expected features which are typically defined by particular
points. These particular points occur at different locations in different symbols, and
the precise location can vary in different handwriting samples of the same symbol.
For example, the baseline of lowercase “p” would be identified by the lowest part of
the bowl, ignoring the descender. In contrast, the baseline of lowercase “k” would be
identified by the toes. In this chapter we refer to a point such as this, that deter-
mines the height of a metric line, as a determining point. Knowing the determining
points of each symbol can help us solve a number of problems. For example, one
can use the determining points to improve two-dimensional mathematical recogni-
tion. By comparing the baseline locations and the sizes of adjacent symbols, one can
identify subscripts and superscripts (e.g. S2, S2, S
2) with more confidence. Another
application is in handwriting neatening. Since handwritten symbols often come with
variations in alignment and size, certain transformations based on determining points
can be applied to obtain normalized samples while preserving the original writing
style.
5.3 Challenges
Recording determining points for an individual handwritten symbol is easy. One
can manually annotate the symbol with the positions of all its determining points.
However, finding determining points for all symbols in a collection is much more
challenging. First, with a large database the labour for manual annotation would
be prohibitively costly. Secondly, applications such as mathematics involve a large
variety of symbols derived from a range of alphabets and other sources. In practice,
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many of them are often poorly written and there is no fixed dictionary of words to
aid in disambiguation [11]. This increases the difficulty to find determining points
reliably. Meanwhile, each person’s handwriting is unique — even identical twins
write differently [12]. Even if a training database were to be fully annotated, it is not
entirely clear how this should best be used to identify the points of interest in new
input. Last, but not least, the usual methods for detecting determining points depend
on device resolution significantly. With rapidly evolving technology, this means that
new algorithms cannot use archival data directly and therefore must be “re-sampled”
(interpolated).
5.4 Previous Work
We are interested in the problem of how to automatically find determining points of
handwritten mathematical symbols and to use them in a variety of problems. Consid-
erable related work has been conducted, some of which we highlight here. Pechwitz
and Ma¨rgner [36] proposed an algorithm that can find determining points from sym-
bol skeleton approximated by piecewise linear curve. However, these determining
points are only useful in detecting baseline locations. In 2010, Infante Vela´zquez [37]
developed an annotation tool to record determining points manually for handwritten
characters represented in InkML. The determining points were later used to neaten
new handwriting, making it uniform in size, alignment and slant while preserving
writers’ particular writing styles. However, this tool recorded each determining point
with absolute coordinates and was therefore subject to device resolution and vari-
ations in style. As device resolution may vary among different vendors and over
generations of technology, this approach is not device-independent. Similar problems
exist in [38]. In addition, Zanibbi et al. [39] proposed a technique to automatically
improve the legibility of handwriting by gradually translating and scaling individual
symbol to closely approximate their relative positions and sizes in a corresponding
typeset version. This technique detects baseline locations by comparing symbols’
bounding boxes, which leads to troubles with vertical placement and scale. For ex-
ample, it fails to distinguish between “x2” and “x2”. In 2012, Hu and Watt [17]
presented an algorithm to find turning points that determine the shape of characters,
but that approach lacked the ability to capture the geometric meaning of each deter-
mining point and therefore does not provide sufficient information to calculate certain
desired symbol metrics, such as the location of baseline. Harouni et al. [40] later pro-
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Figure 5.1: An example to illustrate the concepts of metric lines.
posed a method to find determining points in handwritten Arabic characters. The
method consisted of two stages. In the first stage, the raw input data were converted
to a standard format using smoothing, normalization and interpolation techniques.
In the second stage, each stroke of input characters was split into several pieces. The
method calculated the local maximum and minimum of each piece and recorded them
as determining points. However, this method is not optimal as it requires extra effort
to split strokes and may generate undesired determining points that lack meaning.
5.5 Objectives
In this chapter, we present an algorithm to find determining points automatically and
suggest how they may be used in areas such as improving two-dimensional mathemat-
ical recognition and in neatening handwriting. The basic approach is to identify the
points of interest on one average instance of each type of symbol, and to use this infor-
mation to find the corresponding points on newly written symbols. We borrow ideas
from typography, where a number of determining points are identified to measure
the metrics of different font families, and apply these to handwriting. We consider
several types of determining points, which, in turn, determine certain metrics. These
include the locations of the five main metric lines, i.e. the baseline, x line, ascender
line, cap line, and descender line, as shown in Figure 5.1, as well as symbol width
and slant. To make the determining points device-independent, the algorithm first
converts all handwritten symbols into parametric curves approximated by truncated
orthogonal series, mapping each symbol to a single point in a low dimensional vector
space of series coefficients. We then compute the average symbol for each class by
computing the average of the points for the class in the vector space. The determining
points of interest are identified on these average symbols. From these, the algorithm
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Baseline with (a) one determining point (b) multiple determining points.
can derive corresponding determining points in samples automatically. The beauty
of this algorithm is that it is writer-independent. We only need to annotate once, on
the average symbols. This reduces cost significantly. Furthermore, the algorithm is
device-independent as all symbols are represented in the functional space, which is
robust against changes in device resolution.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.6 discusses sev-
eral types of determining points that are useful in finding symbol alignment lines. In
Section 5.7, we present the algorithm that can identify determining points in hand-
written mathematical symbols automatically. Section 5.8 evaluates the performance
of the algorithm. We then investigate the possible use of the algorithm in a number
of problems in Section 5.9. Section 5.10 concludes the chapter.
5.6 Handwriting Metrics
In order to understand the scale of individual symbols, it is necessary to identify the
location of certain expected features which are typically defined by a number of de-
termining points. These determining points have locations that vary from symbol to
symbol, but typically occur where parts of the symbols touch certain invisible hori-
zontal lines. To discuss this, we adopt concepts from typeface design. In this chapter,
we consider several types of determining points related to the following metrics. We
concentrate on symbols used in European alphabets. Many other writing systems
would have other metric lines determined in a similar way.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: X line and X height with (a) one, and (b) multiple determining points.
Baseline
Most scripts share the notion of baseline. It is a guide line for writing so that adjacent
symbols can retain their horizontal alignment. It is also used as the reference to
obtain other metrics such as x height, ascender height, etc. While some symbols such
as lower case “p” may extend below the baseline, it serves as the imaginary base for
most symbols. Figure 5.2 shows examples of baselines and their determining points.
As shown in Figure 5.2(b), the three legs of the lowercase “m” are not completely
aligned. In such case, multiple determining points are identified and the location of
the baseline may be determined by the average y value of all the determining points.
X Line and Height
The x line falls at the top of most lowercase symbols, such as “a” and “y”, and is
located over the baseline. Some symbols may extend above the x line, such as “h”
where the x line is located at the top of the shoulder. The x height is the distance
between the baseline and the x line. Figure 5.3 shows an example of x line and
associated determining points. Certain symbols, such as lowercase “x”, may have
multiple determining points to define the x line. In such a case, the location of the x
line is determined by the average of their y values.
Ascender Line and Height
The part of a lowercase symbol, such as “h” and “k”, that extends above the x
line is known as an ascender. The ascender line is located above the x line and
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Figure 5.4: Ascender line and height Figure 5.5: Cap line and height
is determined by the height of the ascenders. The ascender height is the distance
between the baseline and the ascender line. Figure 5.4 shows an example of an
ascender line and ascender height. The location of the ascender line is determined by
the determining point shown in red. In the case that there are multiple determining
points, the location of the ascender line is given by the average y value of all the
relevant determining points.
Cap Line and Height
The cap line is usually located below the ascender line, but is not limited to that
position. It is used to measure the height of uppercase symbols, which is the distance
between the baseline and the cap line. Figure 5.5 shows an example of cap line and
cap height. The location of the cap line is determined by the determining point shown
in red. In the case that there are multiple determining points, the location of the cap
line is determined by the average y value of all the determining points.
Descender Line and Height
The descender line is located below the baseline. It is used to align descenders, which
are the parts of symbols that extend below the baseline. Figure 5.6 shows an example
of a descender line and descender height. If there are multiple determining points, the
location of the descender line is given by the average y value of all the determining
points.
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Figure 5.6: Descender line and height Figure 5.7: Slant (θ) and width
Slant and Width
In some handwriting styles, symbols are written with inclination either to the left or
to the right. The degree of inclination is referred to as the slant. The width of a
symbol is given by the horizontal distance from the left-bounding and right-bounding
lines with the given slant. Figure 5.7 shows an example of symbol width and slant.
5.7 Algorithms
In this section, we present an algorithm to find automatically the determining points
for newly written symbols. The algorithm derives determining points for a new symbol
from the known determining points of an annotated average symbol of the same type.
Average Symbols
We classify symbols so that symbols that are written the same way and could be
interpreted the same way are in the same class. So, for example, there may be
several classes for the numeral “8”, depending on whether the symbol is written with
one continuous stroke or two separate strokes, which stroke is written first and the
direction of writing. On the other hand, a Latin letter “O” and the numeral “0”
could belong to the same class.
Taking each sample as a point in the functional approximation space, it has been
found in earlier work that classes of points are almost completely pair-wise separable
by single hyperplanes. Thus the convex hulls of the class point sets are to a good
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a) Samples provided by different writers. (b) The average symbol.
approximation non-intersecting. Any point on a line segment between two sample
points of the same class falls within that class. It is therefore meaningful to compute
the average of a set of known samples for a class as the average point in the function
space
C¯ =
n∑
i=1
Ci/n,
where n is the number of the samples and Ci is the coefficient vector for the i
th sample.
Figure 5.8(a) shows a set of samples provided by different writers and Figure 5.8(b)
shows the average symbol.
Deriving Determining Points from Average Symbols
Our algorithm is based on the observation that the average symbols typically look
similar to the samples of the same class. Within a given class, the features present
in one sample should be present in other samples and at a similar location. We can
take the location to be the arc length along the ink trace to the defining point of
the feature. We assume that, if two symbols are sufficiently similar, the locations of
corresponding determining points will be similar (given by distance along the curve).
This suggests that we can find the determining points of a new symbol by taking
the known locations on an annotated symbol and making an adjustment. In more
detail, to detect the determining points in a sample, we start with an annotated
sample in the same class. For now, this will be the average of the training samples,
annotated with its determining points. Each annotation consists of the location (as
arc length), the type of determining point (e.g. baseline, x line, etc) and whether it
is located at a local minimum or local maximum of y value.
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Algorithm 3: LocateDeterminingPoints
Input : A, the coefficient vector of a reference symbol.
DA = [(s1, T1, K1), . . . (sn, Tn, Kn)], a vector of determining points.
For each, the position is given as arc length si on the curve of A, the
value Ti states which type of metric line is being defined, and the
value Ki states whether the metric line is given by a local minimum
or local maximum at yA(si).
S, the coefficient vector for the input sample whose determining
points are to be found.
Output: DS = [(ℓ1, T1, K1), . . . , (ℓn, Tn, Kn)], giving the locations, ℓi, and
types of the determining points of S.
1. Let xA(s), yA(s), xS(s), yS(s) be the coordinate
functions of the symbols given by A and S.
2. for i ∈ 1..n do
if Ki = max then
f ←− −yS
if Ki = min then
f ←− +yS
ℓi ←− s such that f(s) is minimized near si.
Note this is the local minimum of a real univariate polynomial and any
standard method may be used. For example, we use Newton’s method to
solve f ′(s) = 0 with initial point s = si.
3. Return[(ℓ1, T1, K1), . . . , (ℓn, Tn, Kn)]
For each determining point of the annotated sample, we guess that the correspond-
ing determining point on the new sample will be near the same arc length location. So
we take the point at that location in the new sample and follow the trace upward or
downward, depending on whether that determining point is supposed to be at a local
minimum or local maximum. This can be easily done using a number of numerical
methods. In our implementation, we applied Newton’s method to solve y′(s) = 0. A
formal algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
Figure 5.9 shows examples of using Algorithm 3. Figure 5.9(a) shows the deter-
mining points annotated on the average symbol “η”. This is the reference symbol
A in the algorithm. Figures 5.9(b1) and 5.9(c1) show two example input samples
S with initial approximate locations si for the determining points. Figures 5.9(b2)
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(a) (b1) (b2) (c1) (c2)
Figure 5.9: Automatically finding determining points. (a) Average symbol “η”.
(b1) Sample 1 initial approximations and (b2) with determining points found.
(c1) Sample 2 initial approximations and (c2) with determining points found.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.10: Automatically finding determining points. (a) Average symbol “π”.
(b-e) Determining points derived from the average symbol.
and 5.9(c2) show the determining points found at locations ℓi. Figure 5.10 shows
several examples of determining points found for samples of “π”.
5.8 Experiments and Testing
We developed a software tool to annotate handwriting samples with their determining
points. Figure 5.11 shows the user interface. By selecting a nearby location, the tool is
able to find the target determining point automatically. The locations of all the metric
lines discussed in Section 5.6 can be detected. Multiple determining points may exist
for certain metrics lines. In such circumstances, the location of the corresponding
metric line is determined by the average of the values given by all the determining
points of that kind. Symbol slant can also be recorded by adjusting a spinner. Symbol
width is automatically detected with slant considered.
To evaluate the performance, we have tested the algorithm against a large hand-
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Figure 5.11: Software tool to annotate a symbol with determining points.
writing dataset. The handwriting dataset we used contained altogether 64944 samples
of 240 different symbols. Most of the samples are Latin and Greek letters, digits, op-
erators, or other mathematical symbols provided by various writers. All of these
samples had been classified in advance. As some symbols were written in different
styles (e.g. completely different forms, different numbers of strokes, or strokes in dif-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Failure example: (a) average symbol, (b) target with one point misplaced.
ferent orders), a total of 382 classes were examined. We first computed the average
symbol for each class, in which determining points were identified using the software
tool shown in Figure 5.11.
We then computed determining points for all the samples using Algorithm 3. The
number of determining points varied from 2 to 5, according to the sample. If any
of the determining points were mis-positioned, we considered it as incorrect. We
chose up to 30 samples randomly from each class and examined their correctness
visually. In total, we examined 8119 samples, of which 421 samples have at least one
mis-positioned determining point. This gave a measured error rate of 5.2%.
We found the error was introduced mainly from two sources. The first was mis-
classified samples in the original data set. These were either mis-labelled (e.g. “e” of
style 1, instead of “e” of style 2), or had strokes given in a different order from the
usual. In this latter case, we have the option of defining a new style or normalizing
the order of the strokes. The second source was that some samples are significantly
different from the average symbol. As a result, the determining points in the average
symbol may not be mapped correctly to those dissimilar samples.
As misclassified samples were errors in the training data, rather than errors by the
algorithm, we excluded those samples from the experiment. We further added 39 new
classes (giving 421 classes in total) to split out those samples with different stroke
orders. After these corrections, the measured error rate decreased to 2.0% (9593
samples reviewed, of which 189 samples had at least one mis-positioned determining
point).
To address the second issue, that of points mis-positioned because the sample was
far from the average shape, we used a homotopy [41] between the average and the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.13: Success in 5 steps: (a) average symbol (b) step 1 (c) step 2 (d) step 3
(e) step 4 (f) step 5 = target.
test sample in a multi-step method. Recall that, in the function space, a line from
the average symbol to the test sample lies entirely within the class. By dividing this
line into several equal steps, we may apply Algorithm 3 several times to follow the
determining points through the homotopy. If C¯ is the average symbol for the class
and Ctarg is the input sample, then the line joining the two points in the function
space is given by C(t) = (1−t)C¯+tCtarg, with t ranging from 0 to 1. The determining
points should move smoothly as the character is deformed by the homotopy, and we
can choose a step size. Figure 5.12 shows an example where Algorithm 3 fails to
identify one of the determining points when applied naively. However, when applied
in a 5 step homotopy, it succeeded, as shown in Figure 5.13.
We have tested the multi-step method against the same handwriting dataset. We
chose up to 30 samples randomly from each class and examined their correctness vi-
sually. The measured error rates are reported in Figure 5.14. The samples that failed
in the 10-Step and 20-Step methods typically either had slants that interfered with
the strategy of using local minimum or maximum y value to find determining points
or that were very badly written. For these samples, our algorithm was able to identify
some determining points correctly but not all of them, as shown in Figure 5.15. Note
that the points found would in any case be sufficient for most applications.
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Figure 5.14: Error rates of the multi-step method on 9593 samples.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.15: Multi-step failures: (a) Average, (b) target. (c) Average, (d) target.
5.9 Use Cases
Determining points can be used in a variety of digital ink applications to solve different
problems. Here we describe two scenarios in which determining points have been
found useful.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.16: Juxtaposition ambiguity.
Handwriting Recognition
Juxtaposition ambiguity is common in mathematical handwriting recognition. This
is usually caused by symbols that are next to each other are written in different
sizes and at different heights. Figure 5.16 shows an example with several relative
positionings of two characters. The first character can in each case be a “P” or “p”
and the second can be interpreted as a “q” or “9”. Together there could be a variety
of possible interpretations:
P 9 P9 P9 p
9 p9 p9
P q Pq Pq p
q pq pq
However, by comparing symbols’ baseline locations and sizes, we can predict each
expression with more confidence. This is because the baselines of subscripts and
superscripts are typically placed slightly below or above the normal line of text and
their sizes are relatively smaller. Note that to determine the relative position, it is
definitely not sufficient to compare the baselines of the symbol bounding boxes. This
is seen in Figure 5.17(d). Similarly, having an imputed baseline determined by symbol
class (such as at 50% height for “q”) is insufficient. We thus find it is important to
find and use the symbol’s determining points.
Handwriting Neatening
Handwriting neatening is becoming possible in some digital ink applications. It is used
to transform handwriting to obtain visually appealing output while preserving the
original writing style. Figure 5.18 shows an example. By identifying the determining
points of each character, we can shift and scale these characters to make corresponding
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.17: Disambiguation by baselines. (a) P9 (b) Pq (c) pq (d) p9
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Neatening using determining points. (a) original, (b) neatened.
metrics lines aligned properly, as shown in Figure 5.18(b). Figure 5.19 shows a second
example. In this case, all characters including the superscripts and subscripts were
adjusted in order to obtain a normalized output. Transforming the function y(s) for
each symbol is the simplest approach to neatening. A more aggressive approach is
to replace each input symbol with the appropriately scaled version of the average of
like symbols seen by the same writer, and further transformations can be employed.
However, this is beyond the scope of the present chapter.
5.10 Summary
We have presented an algorithm to identify automatically the determining points in
handwritten symbols. Identifying these determining points helps us better under-
stand the scale of individual characters as well as find the locations of certain desired
features. In contrast to existing methods, which treat digital ink traces as a collec-
tion of discrete points, this algorithm relies on interpreting ink traces as single points
in a functional space. This allows device independence, on one hand, and a simple
formulation of homotopic deformation, on the other.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.19: Neatening using determining points. (a) original, (b) neatened.
Various features can be recorded by using the determining point algorithm. The
nature of the determining points depends on the symbol set used. In our case, the
symbols were based mostly on those of European languages and mathematical oper-
ators, so the baseline, x line, ascender line, descender line and cap line were used.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we have tested it against a database
of handwritten mathematical characters. The experiments showed promising results.
To demonstrate possible use of determining points, we have described two scenarios:
handwriting recognition and handwriting neatening, in both of which determining
points have been found useful.
There are a few directions we would like to pursue in the future. First, we
wish to include determining points in our handwriting recognizer. It is expected
that, combined with ambient baseline information, this will improve the recognition
rate. Secondly, we would like to investigate using rotation- and slant-invariant tech-
niques [42, 43] in conjunction with the present methods. At a more detailed-level,
we would like to annotate all samples in our database using a supervised multi-
step method. This will allow us to perform a more satisfying statistical analysis of
the effectiveness of our method. Finally, before incorporating these techniques in
our recognition framework, we would like to investigate the correlation between the
model-sample distance and the number of steps required for low error rates, and how
the number of required steps varies by class.
We would like to thank Isaac Watt for helping to organize the handwriting dataset
used in the experiments.
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Chapter 6
Identifying Features via Homotopy
on Handwritten Mathematical
Symbols
In handwritten mathematics, it is common to have characters in various sizes and
for writing not to follow simple baselines. For example, subscripts and superscripts
appear relatively smaller than normal text and are written slightly below or above
it. Rather than use the location, features and size to identify the character, it may
be more effective to do the reverse — to use knowledge about specific characters to
determine baseline, size, etc. In this approach, it is necessary to find the location of
certain expected features that are determined by particular points. In earlier work,
we have presented a method to derive the determining points for a new instance of a
symbol from those on an average model for each symbol type. For those characters
that are significantly different from the average instance, one can use a numerical
homotopy between the average instance and the target character, and apply the de-
termining point algorithm at each step. The present chapter studies the factors to
be taken into account in performing such homotopies. We examine two strategies
for possible starting points for the homotopy, and we examine the relation between
the distance and the number of steps required. The first starting point strategy per-
forms a homotopy from the average of samples of the same type. The second strategy
uses a homotopy from the nearest neighbour with known determining points. Our
experimental results show a useful relation between the homotopy distance and the
number of steps usually required and improved strategies to find determining points
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for poorly written characters. This chapter is based on the article “Identifying Fea-
tures via Homotopy on Handwritten Mathematical Symbols” [44] co-authored with
Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in the proceedings of 2013 International Symposium
on Symbolic and Numeric Algorithms for Scientific Computing.
6.1 Introduction
Mathematical handwriting recognition differs from natural language handwriting
recognition in many ways [45, 46, 47]. Symbols are taken from many alphabets,
for example, and are written in a two dimensional layout in various sizes with layout
and size carrying meaning [48]. The vocabulary of different symbols is larger than in
western alphabets, and there are more distinct types of strokes than in East Asian
ideographs. In addition, there is no fixed dictionary of words to help with disam-
biguation [11]. On the other hand, characters tend to be well separated. One of the
problems arising from these differences is that baseline estimation is more difficult
and may not be used reliably to disambiguate characters. Subscripts and superscripts
appear relatively smaller than normal text and are written slightly below or above
it. Moreover, these subscripts and superscripts may themselves have subscripts or
superscripts. Such notation makes the analysis of the spatial relationships between
symbols challenging as it introduces various ambiguities. For example, whether a par-
ticular symbol is a lower case “p” or an upper case “P” makes the difference between
a subscripted pq or the juxtaposed Pq.
In Chapter 5, we have explored the idea that it may be more desirable to identify
the possible local baselines in a formula, as well as other metric lines and sizes, from
features on individual symbols, rather than the other way around. The features
that can be used to do this are typically determined by points appearing at symbol-
dependent locations. For example, if a symbol is a lower case “p”, then the baseline is
determined by the lowest point in the bowl (loop), but if it is an upper case “P”, then
the baseline is determined by the lowest point of the stem. In this chapter, we refer to
such a point, one that determines the height of a metric line, as a determining point.
Knowing the locations of the determining points can help us identify the size and
spatial relationships of symbols and consequently use them in formula recognition.
For example, one can use the determining points to help resolve the juxtaposition
ambiguity problem which commonly exists in mathematical handwriting recognition.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.1: Baselines: (a) dq (b) dq (c) d
q (d) dq (e) dq (f) d
q
This problem arises when symbols that are next to each other are written in different
sizes and at different height. Figure 5.16 shows an example. Note that to determine
the relative position, it is definitely not sufficient to compare the baselines of the
symbols’ bounding boxes. This is clearly seen Figure 6.1(c). Similarly, having an
imputed baseline determined by symbols (such as at 50% height for “q”) would mis-
treat either Figure 6.1(b) or 6.1(e). We thus find it is important to locate and use the
symbol’s determining points. Figure 5.17 shows another example of the juxtaposition
problem caused by variance of baselines.
We have previously addressed the problem of how to find determining points auto-
matically [35]. Our approach was to represent symbols as approximating polynomial
curves, (x(s), y(s)), parameterized by arc length and to specify determining points by
their type and arc length location on a model character. The determining points on
new samples are then identified by finding local minimization or maximization of y(s)
using the model points’ location as an initial estimate. The previous chapter showed
that, for characters that are significantly different from the average instance, one can
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use a numerical homotopy between the model instance and the target character, and
apply the local extremum-finding algorithm at each step.
The present chapter extends the earlier work by addressing several questions
related to the choice of homotopy method and the efficiency implications of those
choices. We concentrate on two strategies: The first performs a homotopy from the
computed and hand-annotated average symbol the class. The second uses a homo-
topy from the nearest neighbour in the class with known determining points, the
determining points of the nearest neighbour having been derived automatically from
other labelled points of the same class.
The questions we ask are the following:
• To find the determining points of a new sample, what are the differences between
starting the homotopy from the average symbol of the class versus starting from
the nearest labelled neighbour?
• What is the relationship between the distance from the new sample to the model
point and the number of homotopy steps required?
• How can we best use the results to find the determining points in new samples?
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we describe
related work. Section 6.3 presents the algorithm to identify determining points using
homotopy strategies. Section 6.4 presents the experimental results and suggests im-
proved strategies to find determining points in poorly written characters. In Section
6.5 we summarize the chapter.
6.2 Related Work
Several related problems have been studied in the past. One of the early attempts is
the projection method [49, 50], which accepted binary images as input and counted
the black pixels line by line. The baseline was then identified by finding the line with
the maximum number of black pixels. The method is not entirely reliable. There are
cases where the method fails to estimate the baseline locations. This is a concern for
our application where there is often only one or a few characters with the same local
baseline.
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A more advanced method was presented by Pechwitz and Ma¨rgner [36] in 2002,
based on polygonally approximated symbol skeleton. The method was able to extract
certain features from skeletons and then estimate the location of baselines. However,
this method is limited to a specific language and cannot be used to detect other metric
lines.
In 2010, Infante Vela´zquez [37] developed a tool to locate determining points in
handwritten characters represented in InkML through manual annotation. This tool
allowed recording each determining point with absolute coordinates. As the sampling
rate and resolution vary between different vendors and over generations of technology,
such representation is, however, not device-independent. Similar problems exist in
[38].
Zanibbi et al. [39] proposed a technique that can gradually translate and scale
individual symbols to closely approximate their relative positions and sizes in a corre-
sponding typeset formula. As this technique used bounding boxes to detect baseline
locations, it may lead to troubles with vertical placement and scale. For example, it
fails to distinguish between “x2” and “x2”. Similar problems exist in [51, 52, 53].
Hu and Watt [17] later described an algorithm that can find those special points
that determine the shape of a character. But that approach was unable to capture the
geometric meaning of each determining point and therefore did not provide sufficient
information to calculate desired symbol metrics, such as the baseline location.
Harouni et al. [40] presented a method to find determining points in handwritten
Arabic characters. It first divided each ink stroke into pieces, in each of which the
local extremum was computed. The points that achieved the local extremum were
later defined as the determining points. However, this method is not suitable for
mathematics in that it requires extra effort to split strokes and may generate undesired
determining points that lack geometric meaning.
6.3 Algorithm
In Section 1.2, we have explained how to represent handwritten samples using co-
efficients of a functional approximation. This representation is device-independent,
allowing us to focus on finding determining points without worrying about device-
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dependency. It also enables various symbolic-numeric polynomial algorithms to con-
duct useful analysis on the handwritten mathematical samples.
Our algorithm to find determining points on a sample is based on the observation
that samples of the same class typically have the same features. We can specify the
location of a determining point by the value of the normalized arc length parameter at
which it occurs on a model symbol. Although the precise locations of the determining
points on a new sample will be different, we expect them to occur near these parameter
values. To find precise locations of the determining points on the new sample, we
can follow the ink trace, starting from the approximate locations, until local vertical
extrema of the right type (minimum or maximum) is found.
More specifically, to detect the determining points of samples, we first choose a
reference symbol for each class. We then annotate the reference symbol, identifying
the locations of determining points of interest. As the computation is based on curves
(x(s)), y(s)) parameterized by normalized arc length s, the locations of the determin-
ing points are recorded by their s values in the interval [0, 1]. We can then compute
determining points in target samples, starting from the location of the corresponding
determining points in the reference symbol. Each determining point of the sample can
then be identified by finding the extremum of the polynomial y(s) near the starting
point. This can be achieved using any one of a number of numerical methods. In
our implementation, we applied Newtons method to solve y′(s) = 0. These steps are
shown in Algorithm 3, which is similar to that of [35]. The difference is that article
always uses the average instance of each class as the reference symbol, but here we
allow other suitable reference symbols. This allows us to investigate the effect of
choosing different starting points.
6.3.1 The Reference Symbols
We examine two types of reference symbols as the choice of starting point for the
homotopy: the average symbol and the nearest neighbour.
Average Symbol: The functional representation of digital ink traces has the ad-
vantage that the curves become points in a linear space. It therefore makes sense to
talk about the average of several points. Our first choice for reference symbol is the
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average symbol of a class, computed as
Cavg =
n∑
i=1
Ci/n,
where n is the number of the samples and Ci is the coefficient vector for the i
th
sample. Note that this computed average is in general not actually one of the sample
points. Figure 5.8(a) shows a small set of samples provided by different writers and
Figure 5.8(b) shows the average symbol.
Choosing the average symbol as the reference symbol for a class is an intuitive
choice because presumably it has little deformation compared to other samples in
the class. Moreover, it will lie within the convex hull of the set of points being
averaged. Earlier work has shown [54] that, with this representation at relatively low
approximation degree, the symbol classes are almost completely pairwise separable
by single hyperplanes. We may therefore take the volume enclosed by the convex hull
of points as being properly included within the class. Finally, the choice of average
symbol is attractive in that only one symbol per class need be annotated.
Nearest Neighbour: Another choice of starting point for the homotopy is the
nearest neighbour in the class of the new symbol. This has the advantage that it
should resemble the new symbol more closely than the average symbol. We would
therefore suspect this starting point might require fewer homotopy steps. This choice
of starting point is not as simple as the average symbol, however, because all of
the symbols in the database must be labelled with their determining points. For a
database of any size, this is not something that can be done by hand.
6.3.2 Homotopy
For those samples that are significantly different from the reference symbol, we use a
numerical homotopy between the reference symbol and the target sample and trace
the movement of the determining points. Because the classes are linearly separable in
the function space a line from the reference symbol to the target sample lies entirely
within the class. Dividing this line into several equal steps, we may apply Algorithm 3
at each step to follow the determining points through the homotopy. If Cref is the
reference symbol for the class and Ctarg is the new sample target, then the line joining
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Figure 6.2: Distance to average symbol vs the number of homotopy steps required.
∆s = 0.02, ∆y = 1%. The overall success rate was 99.57% (45,440 out of 45,637).
Each distance interval in the dense area (r ≤ 0.59) contains 2800 samples while each
interval in the sparse area (r > 0.59) contains 1500 samples, except the last one,
which contains 1340 samples.
the two points in the function space is given by
C(t) = (1− t)Cref + tCtarg,
with t ranging from 0 to 1. The determining points should move smoothly as the
character is deformed continuously by the homotopy. By taking discrete steps between
the source and the target, we can choose a sequence of intermediary points with
each consecutive pair close enough for Algorithm 3 to apply. Figure 5.12 shows an
example where Algorithm 3 failed to identify one of the determining points when
applied naively. However, when applied in a 5-step homotopy, it succeeds, as shown
in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 6.3: Distance to average symbol vs the number of homotopy steps required.
∆s = 0.02, ∆y = 3%. The overall success rate was 99.63% (45,470 out of 45,637).
Each distance interval in the dense area (r ≤ 0.59) contains 2800 samples while each
interval in the sparse area (r > 0.59) contains 1500 samples, except the last one,
which contains 1370 samples.
6.4 Experiments
To evaluate the characteristics of the homotopy methods, we have run tests with a
moderately large dataset of handwritten mathematical characters. The dataset con-
sisted of altogether 45,637 samples from 240 different symbol types. These samples
included Latin and Greek letters, digits, operators, and other mathematical char-
acters, collected from various writers. All of these samples had been classified in
advance. As some equivalent symbols were written in different styles, such as com-
pletely different forms, different numbers of strokes, or strokes in different orders, the
symbols were grouped in a total of 388 classes.
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Figure 6.4: Distance to average symbol vs the number of homotopy steps required.
∆s = 0.02, ∆y = 7%. The overall success rate is 99.69% (45,496 out of 45,637).
Each distance interval in the dense area (r ≤ 0.59) contains 2800 samples while each
interval in the sparse area (r > 0.59) contains 1500 samples, except the last one,
which contains 1396 samples.
We started the experiments by computing the average symbol of each class, and
manually annotating this average symbol with its determining points. We then used
this information to try to find the corresponding determining points on all samples
in the dataset. We applied a 4-step homotopy strategy as this had achieved a high
success rate in earlier work [35] and required a reasonable amount of time to com-
pute. Then we visually inspected the determining points in each of the samples and
manually adjusted the few incorrect ones. This collection of samples with corrected
determining points then served as the ground truth.
We then went back and tested the data by forgetting the determining point anno-
tations and seeing how many steps it took to recover them. We adopted the average
symbol and the nearest neighbour as the reference symbols in the experiments and
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evaluated the number of homotopy steps required, respectively. As the locations of
determining points were recorded as locations given by the arc length parameter, we
compared the values with the ground truth. If the difference was within a particular
threshold ∆s, we considered it to be correct. Note that this threshold may not work
for all the samples as different parameter values may result in the same height of
metric lines. For example, given an upper case “T”, any point located on the top
bar can be used to determine the height of the cap line, but the difference in their
parameter values may not fall into the threshold ∆s. In such cases, we compared the
normalized heights of the metric lines with the ground truth. We considered a result
as correct if and only if the difference was within a particular threshold ∆y.
We have investigated the relation between the distance to the reference point
and the number of steps required under two homotopy strategies. The first strategy
performs a homotopy from the average symbol. The second strategy uses a homotopy
from the nearest neighbour with known determining points.
Figures 6.2 to 6.4 show, for different thresholds, the number of steps required to
correctly identify the determining points using a homotopy from the average symbol.
The figures show contours for the number of steps required to obtain certain success
rates (90%, 95%, 99%) at varying distances to the reference symbol. Figures 6.5 and
6.6 show the results of similar experiments, but where the reference symbol was the
nearest neighbour in the class.
This information may be used to tell how many steps are required to find the
determining points in a new sample. After calculating the distance from the new
sample to the average symbol, we can read off how many homotopy steps are required
for the desired success rate.
Figure 6.2 shows the relation when the tolerances are ∆s = 0.02 and ∆y = 1%.
The overall success rate with no limit on the number of steps was 99.57% (45,440
out of 45,637 samples). We divided the set of samples into groups, based on distance
intervals to the average symbol. The size of each interval depended on the density
of samples at that distance. There were more samples near the average symbol.
In this dense region (r ≤ 0.59) the intervals were chosen to contain 2800 samples
each. In the sparse region, further from the average symbol (r > 0.59), each interval
contained 1500 samples, except the last one contained 1340 samples. For each interval
we determined the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles of the number of homotopy steps
required to correctly identify the determining points. Given the number of samples in
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Figure 6.5: Distance to nearest neighbour vs the number of homotopy steps re-
quired. ∆s = 0.02, ∆y = 1%. The overall success rate is 98.86% (45,116 out of
45,637). Each distance interval in the dense area (r ≤ 0.32) contains 2800 samples
while each interval in the sparse area (r > 0.32) contains 1500 samples, except the
last one, which contains 1016 samples.
each interval, the margin of error is 2% at a confidence level of 95%. As shown in the
graph, as the distance to the average symbol increases, the number of required steps
to achieve the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles increases. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the
relation between the distance to the average symbol and the number of homotopy
steps needed with larger ∆y tolerances.
Figure 6.5 shows the relation between the distance to the nearest neighbour and
the number of homotopy steps needed where ∆s = 0.02 and ∆y = 1%. The overall
success rate was 98.86% (45,116 out of 45,637 samples). We divided the distances
into a number of intervals, as before. In the dense area (r ≤ 0.32) the intervals were
chosen to contain 2800 samples each. In the sparse area (r > 0.32), each interval
contained 1500 samples, except the last one, which contained 1016 samples. For each
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Figure 6.6: Distance to nearest neighbour vs the number of homotopy steps re-
quired. ∆s = 0.02, ∆y = 3%. The overall success rate is 99.45% (45,384 out of
45,637). Each distance interval in the dense area (r ≤ 0.32) contains 2800 samples
while each interval in the sparse area (r > 0.32) contains 1500 samples, except the
last one, which contains 1284 samples.
interval we determined the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles of the number of homotopy
steps required. The margin of error is 2% at confidence level of 95%. As before, the
number of required steps generally increased with the distance. Figure 6.6 shows the
results when ∆s = 0.02 and ∆y = 3%. When ∆s = 0.02 and ∆y = 7%, the graph
looks identical to Figure 6.6 except the overall success rate is 99.68% (45,490 out of
45,637). In that experiment, the last interval contained 1390 samples.
We have seen that with both types of reference symbol—average and nearest
neighbour—the number of required homotopy steps increases with the distance. Com-
paring the results, we also see that for a given distance the number of required steps
is about the same for both strategies. As is completely expected, the distance to
the reference symbol is usually smaller when the nearest neighbour strategy is used.
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Therefore with nearest neighbour we have on average a smaller number of required
steps. The tradeoff is that we must retain annotations for all symbols in the classifier,
rather than just for the average symbol.
6.5 Summary
We have evaluated different strategies to locate special points on handwriting samples
by deforming a known instance using linear homotopy on polynomial models.
We have evaluated two strategies for choice of starting point for the homotopy: to
use the average symbol of the class and to use the nearest neighbour within the class.
We have found that the number of homotopy steps required as a function of distance
is about the same with the two strategies. The variance in the number of steps is
also similar, but, is perhaps somewhat lower with the nearest neighbour strategy,
suggesting a slightly better predictability. At any given tolerance level, the overall
success rate was slightly higher when starting with the average symbol than when
starting with the nearest neighbour. This does not appear to be significant.
We have also evaluated the number of homotopy steps required as a function of
the distance between the new symbol and the starting point in the function space.
For the regions where we have sufficient data, we have found a clear relation between
the distance in the function space and the required number of steps with both starting
point strategies.
In previous work [35], we had used a highly conservative number of homotopy
steps (10 to 20) in order to obtain an error rate of 0.25%. The present results allow
the choice of an appropriate and much reduced number of steps depending on the
homotopy distance (to 1 to 5 steps). In all cases the success rate at correctly locating
the determining points on test symbols was greater than 98.8%, so these explorations
improve the efficiency of a useful algorithm.
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Part III
Collaboration
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Chapter 7
Digital Ink Portability
We are interested in the problem of how to support computer-enhanced distance
collaboration, where machines can interpret the input and allow useful computations.
However, this area has many challenges. The first of these is that existing techniques
typically use Application Program Interfaces (APIs) and proprietary ink formats that
are restricted to single platforms and consequently lack portability. Collaboration
software, however, is most useful when it is platform-independent, both because an
individual may use different platforms at different times, and because teams may be
composed of members using different systems. Dealing with significantly different
client software reduces the ability of the individual or the group to master its use.
If any of the members has difficulty, efficiency of the whole team suffers. Therefore,
in this chapter we examine the question of how to make both digital ink data and
application code portable across multiple platforms.
7.1 Introduction
A number of digital ink applications have been developed in the past years follow-
ing the emergence of digital ink. Yet most of these applications lack support for
portability and are hence restricted to a single platform. Even though cross-platform
portability is available, few of them provide many useful ink manipulations on the
user interface. We examined the issues of these applications and found the underlying
problems to be:
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• The use of platform-specific APIs
Applications such as Windows Journal retrieves digital ink by invoking the
Windows XP Tablet PC APIs which are restricted to Windows platforms. Such
applications can only work on Windows operating systems and are impossible
to import to others.
• The use of proprietary digital ink formats
The use of proprietary digital ink formats makes host applications lack porta-
bility and limits the ability to interoperate with other applications. For effective
data representation and ease of interchange, portable applications should use
an ink format standard that is not only neat and elegant but also platform-
independent.
• The complexity of portable capture of digital ink
Although pen input devices are able to generate digital ink on almost every
individual platform, there has not been a common approach to capture digital
ink across all these platforms. To implement a portable digital ink application,
developers have to accommodate the detail of each platform. Obviously, this is
costly in effort and will eventually affect the design of the user interface.
One of the possible solutions is to construct the application for each platform
based on the platform-specific APIs and to interchange the data in a standard format.
This, however, will raise other issues. First of all, it increases the time to develop this
application, as it requires developers to understand the APIs for each platform, which
is very costly in time. Secondly, the application is hard to maintain as it requires
maintainers to have a multi-platform background. Last but not least, whenever a
new platform comes out, the application has to be reconstructed, from the bottom
to the top, based on the new platform’s APIs.
7.2 Previous Work
Previous work on digital ink portability has been conducted at the Ontario Research
Centre for Computer Algebra. These include the theses of Xiaojie Wu [55] and Amit
Regmi [56].
Wu’s work focused on the conversions among UNIPEN, JOT and InkML in order
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to achieve data portability. Partial platform portability was also achieved in this
work. It investigated two ink APIs, the IBM CrossPad API and the Microsoft Tablet
PC SDK API, and developed an abstract API on top of them. This abstract API
was partially implemented.
Regmi’s work was based on the idea of portable multimodal collaboration. It
developed a collaborative whiteboard application which provided cross-platform sup-
port for Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. It used InkML to exchange data. However,
such portability still remained on the data level and was restricted to certain plat-
forms. The implementation of the application varied from platform to platform. The
whiteboard client for Windows was implemented in C#. It used the .NET Framework
and was thus restricted to Windows platforms. The whiteboard client for Linux and
Mac OS X was implemented in Python. Although Python supports cross-platform
portability, the client was constructed using Linux-specific or Mac OS X-specific APIs
and thus could not be ported to other platforms.
7.3 Objectives
Having recognized all these issues, the primary objectives of our work are to:
• Examine the question of how program code for digital ink applications can be
made portable.
• Examine the question of which format is most suitable for digital ink represen-
tation.
• Test the suitability of our model of portability using suitably complex cases.
In particular, we wish to have digital ink application code be portable across
multiple platforms. Today’s platforms capture digital ink in various data structures
and report it using different mechanisms. For example, on Windows platforms, digital
ink is captured in Wintab packets or Stroke objects and reported by the Wintab
interface or the Windows XP Tablet PC APIs. The same thing can be done using the
XInput events and the Linux Input Subsystem on Linux platforms, or the NSEvent
objects and the Cocoa Framework on Mac OS X. We describe all of these in some
detail later. Obviously, portability among such a range of mechanisms requires a
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well-structured framework that can handle the details of each platform and model
digital ink input in a platform-independent way. Applications that build on top of
this framework could then collect digital ink on these platforms without knowing the
underlying details. Section 7.4 examines the design issues of this framework.
At the same time, we also wish to have digital ink data be platform-independent.
We explain why InkML is most suitable and how it works. Section 7.5 addresses this
question of digital ink format.
In summary, we wish to understand what is required to have digital ink applica-
tions that we “write once and run anywhere”.
7.4 Portability of Software
Today’s platforms capture digital ink in various data structures and process it using
different mechanisms. Our framework must therefore deal with different lower-level
interfaces on different platforms. On Windows, digital ink is captured in Wintab
packets or Stroke objects and transmitted by the Wintab interface or the Windows
XP Tablet PC APIs. A similar scheme is applicable to Linux platforms that use
XInput events and the Linux Input Subsystem. For Mac OS X we use the NSEvent
objects and the Cocoa Framework. These platform-specific APIs make development
of pen-based collaboration software difficult.
Having explored available APIs on a variety of platforms, including Windows,
Windows Mobile, Linux, Mac OS X and Palm OS, we use a framework that can
capture digital ink across these platforms and provide a platform-independent, con-
sistent interface to digital ink applications. This framework, as illustrated in Figure
7.1, contains two layers: the platform layer and the Java Native Interface (JNI) layer.
The platform layer receives digital ink input from drivers and passes the data to
the upper interfaces: Wintab for Windows, XInput for Linux/Unix and Cocoa for
Mac OS. These interfaces push the data to the user space in a platform-specific way
and describe each data event inconsistently. This puts the responsibility for event
conformance on the shoulders of developers of ink applications. One of our objectives
is to allow developers to focus on functionality, rather than the platform-specific
issues. This leads to the design of the JNI layer.
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Figure 7.1: A cross-platform framework for digital ink applications
The JNI layer interacts with the platform layer and provides consistent, platform-
independent APIs for digital ink applications. As the input APIs are implemented in
C-like languages, the JNI layer can invoke them using the Java Native Interface. The
JNI layer collects digital ink input from the platform layer, converts it to platform-
independent events and then dispatches to digital ink applications. This allows devel-
opment of pen-based applications on top of the JNI layer to be platform-independent.
7.5 Portability of Digital Ink Data
Another challenge in developing whiteboard-diagramming software is associated with
the heterogeneous environment. Various pen devices have different characteristics,
including sampling rate, channel properties, screen resolution and so on. The rep-
resentation of the data generated by a device affects the usability of an application.
Previous whiteboard tools did not address this as thoroughly as we require. An ex-
ample is InkBoard [57], a collaborative sketching application based on Microsoft’s
Conference XP research platform [58] and designed for Tablet PCs. InkBoard allows
design teams to interact by streaming digital ink in Microsoft’s proprietary Ink Se-
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rialized Format (ISF) [29]. As a result, the application is limited in use to Windows
environments where ISF is natively supported.
To represent digital ink, we find it useful to adopt an open, flexible, powerful,
platform-, and vendor-independent standard, such as InkML [3]. This allows complete
and accurate representation of digital ink by capturing the recording information such
as the device characteristics, pen tilt, pen pressure and so on. Most importantly, it
provides support for collaboration applications that require streaming ink between
participants.
The InkML streaming of digital ink is based on the concept of “context”. When-
ever digital ink is written, there is some context in effect. Contexts may be represented
externally using the <context> element in InkML. This can contain various associ-
ated attributes, including canvas properties, canvas transformation, trace format, ink
source metadata, and time stamp. Initially, each ink collaboration participant obtains
a default context and listens for context changes. This is similar to an event-driven
model in which context changes are made when contextual elements are received. In
practice, these elements will intersperse among digital ink streams, as shown in Figure
4.2.
With this model, each participant can easily maintain the current context of the
sender in addition to its own local context. Whenever a new contextual element is
received, it simply updates old values. Contextual elements are sent only when there
is a context change, which helps to decrease streaming overhead on the wire. The
overhead can be further reduced by making references to existing contextual elements,
which can be pre-defined or previously received. This can be accomplished by using
referencing attributes (e.g. brushRef) of <context>.
7.6 Summary
The primary objective of this chapter was to explore the dimension of digital ink
portability, both of digital ink data and of digital ink application code. Our goal was
to be able to have applications that we can “write once and run anywhere”.
To support cross-platform viability, we have presented a framework that can han-
dle the details of a variety of platforms and provide a consistent, platform-independent
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interface for digital ink applications. Applications that are built on top of this frame-
work can collect digital ink across all the supported platforms without knowing their
details.
To support platform-independent data representation, we have evaluated several
ink format standards including JOT, Unipen, ISF, SVG and InkML. We have cho-
sen InkML as our data representation as it provides both digital ink streaming and
archival support independent of platforms.
There are a number of interesting directions that can be pursued in the future. We
plan to explore digital ink portability on platforms without Java such as the iPhone
OS. We are also interested in issues that would arise in introducing video and text
support.
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Chapter 8
Multimodal Collaboration
We investigate the question of how multimodality can be used in computer-mediated
mathematical collaboration. The primary objective is to analyze the design issues
in incorporating multimodal interactions in this kind of collaboration. This chapter
is based on the article “InkChat: A Collaboration Tool for Mathematics” [28] co-
authored with Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in the electronic proceedings of 2013
Workshop on Mathematical User Interfaces.
8.1 Introduction
A number of computer applications have been developed over the past years to ac-
commodate the needs of collaboration. One general category of these is whiteboard
systems, where multiple users can interact over a shared canvas using a particular
input method. For example, the use of pen input allows participants to write or draw
naturally, which has great potential to increase productivity, especially in mathemat-
ics [59]. Existing systems, however, typically allow only one input method to be used
at a time. For example, in Microsoft OneNote, one can either type or draw, but not
simultaneously. This places strong limitations on what can be done. For example, it
becomes quite awkward to explain an activity while it is being performed.
Mathematical collaboration software can be most useful when it supports input
from multiple modalities, as it allows collaborators to interact more richly and partic-
ipants to use the input methods that are most suitable. For example, in mathematics,
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some points can be most efficiently made through the spoken word while others can
best be communicated by a hand-drawn diagram or equation. Software for collabora-
tion also should allow users to perform various editing operations to revise or tidy up
jointly created drawings, text and so on. Finally, collaborative work usually includes
exploring ideas in discussions that can have false starts and dead ends so the ability
to record and roll-back the discussion to prior points is important.
8.2 Previous Work
Considerable related work has been conducted, some of which we highlight here. In
the 1990s, QuickSet [60] was a multimodal framework used by the US Navy and US
Marine Corps to set up training scenarios and to control virtual environments. It
accepted voice and pen input, communicating via a wireless LAN through an agent
architecture to a number of systems. The system could recognize voice input with
certain responses. If voice interaction was not feasible, it could still analyze digital ink
and then give several possible interpretations. This demonstrated that multimodal
interactions could enable efficient communication.
LiveBoard [61] was developed at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center in 1990 to
support slide presentations and group meetings. It provided a large display system
with the ability to interact with a multi-state cordless pen. LiveBoard used a paint
application to render digital ink generated by the pen, and then projected onto the
large display. It was able to record the drawings and recover them on any LiveBoard.
On the other hand, it was not possible to perform collaborative operations at a stroke
level.
Tivoli [62] was an extension of LiveBoard. It overcame the limitations of Live-
Board using stroke objects, as opposed to pixel map images. These stroke objects
were represented and manipulated by a proprietary Software Development Kit(SDK).
In order to improve the collaboration productivity, Tivoli supported multiple cordless
pens for multiple users.
Classroom 2000 was an application [63] whose primary purpose was to create an
environment to capture as many activities as possible from the classroom experience.
It included tools to automate the production of lecture notes and to assist students in
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reliving lectures. This application did not support real-time distributed collaboration,
however.
Inkwell [64] was a handwriting recognition application developed by Apple Inc, and
restricted to Mac OS. Inkwell was able to accept handwriting input and then convert
it into recognized text in English, French and German. Inkwell could also be used to
draw a sketch and insert it to any place that allowed a picture. Nonetheless, Inkwell
used platform-dependent APIs and therefore could not be used on other operating
systems.
InkBoard [57] was a network-shared whiteboard application which was released
in 2004. It allowed graphical collaboration and designs, including network-shared ink
strokes and audio/video conferencing. As it integrated the Microsoft Conference XP
technology, it was restricted to Windows platforms.
In the same year, Electronic Chalkboard [65] was developed. Its goal was to
integrate distance education tools with the traditional blackboard experience. It could
load images and interactive programs from a file system or the Internet and could
interact with computer algebra systems and display computation results. Because
content was saved as images, it was not possible to later edit or perform semantic
operations on saved sessions.
Windows Journal was a note-taking application developed by Microsoft. It had
been integrated in Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7. The user interface
supported many operations, such as switching among pens, highlighters and erasers,
and moving items around the page, etc. As Windows Journal used the Windows XP
Tablet PC SDK [66], it was restricted to Windows platforms and thus could not be
used on other operating systems. Windows OneNote is another Windows application
still in use. It is similar to Windows Journal, but is more elaborate and suffers.
Inkscape [67] was an open source vector graphics editor application. It was able to
accept digital ink from a pen and save it using Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [68]
format. SVG is an XML-based data format for describing two dimensional vector
images. Compared to bitmap images, SVG images have many advantages such as
smaller file size, resolution independence and ease of resizing. SVG is a very general
data format for all kinds of geometric objects, but it does not provide direct support
for the needs of digital ink.
To explore ideas for mathematical collaboration, Regmi and Watt [69] developed
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a whiteboard application that provided collaborative sessions with synchronized voice
and digital ink on a shared canvas. This system could save sessions with the digital
ink in InkML format and the voice as an MP3 sound file. A significant drawback, how-
ever, was that the client interface implementation varied from platform to platform:
The client for Windows was implemented in C#, using the .NET framework, while
the client for Linux and Mac OS X was implemented in Python. Although Python
supports cross-platform portability, the client was constructed using Linux-specific
and Mac OS X-specific APIs and thus could not be ported to other platforms.
To address the portability issue, Hu, Mazalov, and Watt [70] proposed a stream-
ing digital ink framework for multi-party collaboration. The framework was portable
across multiple platforms and consisted of a number of extensions, These extensions
could work independently and simultaneously, serving as plug-ins for the host collab-
oration software. It is portable across multiple platforms including Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X. It currently uses the popular Skype and Google Talk services as the
backbone to deliver data streams, but other transport mechanisms could be used.
The digital ink data is represented in InkML, allowing flexible manipulations for dif-
ferent content types, such as mathematics and diagrams. The collaborative sessions
can be recorded and stored for playback, analysis or annotation.
8.3 Multimodal Collaboration
Multimodal input is useful as it provides versatile means for users to interact with
computers. These input modalities include keyboard, mouse, voice, pen, and video
and so on. We will focus on the voice input and pen input in this section, and explore
their capabilities in mathematical collaboration.
8.3.1 Voice Input
Voice communication is a fast and natural way to interact with other people and
computers. Most people speak faster than they can type or manipulate a mouse.
Notably, certain people with physical disabilities prefer operating their computers
simply by speaking. Voice input is hands-free, which is useful if one is driving. Also,
voice input is flexible. One does not have to sit in front of a computer: it is possible
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to use voice input while active or while sitting, standing, or reclining. Most modern
devices come with built-in microphones.
8.3.2 Handwriting Input
With the widespread availability of pen-based devices such as Tablet PCs, PDAs
and even cell phones, pen input starts playing an important role in human computer
interaction. Pen input is a natural and powerful input modality since everyone learns
to write in school. It is versatile as it provides more gestures and motions available
compared to mouse and keyboard input. Many devices without pens support touch
input, which may also be used to capture handwriting using a finger, but at a lower
resolution.
Handwritten input is expressive. Modern devices capture digital ink traces in a
two dimensional writing plane, and may support pressures angles and non-contact
pen height. This may be used to capture mathematics, as most mathematical nota-
tions are two dimensional, with similarities to both text and drawing. Mathematical
formulae are hard to understand by means of voice, keyboard or mouse, but can be
expressed easily in handwriting.
8.3.3 Voice and Handwriting Multimodal Input
We chose voice and pen as the input modalities for collaboration. Together they
provide more than either individually, and indeed we find in this combination the
whole is more than the sum of its parts. The advantages of voice and pen multimodal
collaboration include:
Portability Most computing platforms support both voice and pen input.
Ease of use Writing and voice are familiar and require little training to use.
Complementarity Both input modalities can work independently and simultane-
ously. Speaking and writing at the same time gives two communication channels,
allowing one to be used to explain or amplify the other. Either may give the main
message, with the other supporting it, or both be equally important. Two channel
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communication avoids the clutter and confusion that arises when two related mes-
sages are multiplexed through one modality. For example, text with footnotes or
parenthetical remarks or formulae with many annotations.
8.4 Summary
We have analyzed the design issues in incorporating multimodal interactions in math-
ematical collaboration. We have chosen voice and pen as our input modalities in
collaboration as they together add more benefits than either alone. We have also
adopted InkML to represent digital ink as it allows real-time streaming in hetero-
geneous environments. To demonstrate our ideas, Chapter 10 will present InkChat,
a whiteboard application, which can be used to conduct collaborative sessions on a
shared canvas. It allows participants to use voice and digital ink independently and
simultaneously, which has been found useful in mathematical collaboration.
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Chapter 9
A Streaming Digital Ink
Framework for Multi-Party
Collaboration
We present a framework for pen-based, multi-user, online collaboration in mathe-
matical domains. This environment provides participants, who may be in the same
room or across the planet, with a shared whiteboard and voice channel. The digital
ink stream is transmitted as InkML, allowing special recognizers for different con-
tent types, such as mathematics and diagrams. Sessions may be recorded and stored
for later playback, analysis or annotation. The framework is currently structured
to use the popular Skype and Google Talk services for the communications channel,
but other transport mechanisms could be used. The goal of the work is to support
computer-enhanced distance collaboration, where domain-specific recognizers handle
different kinds of digital ink input and editing. The first of these recognizers is for
mathematics, which allows converting math input into machine-understandable for-
mat. This supports multi-party collaboration, with sessions recorded in rich formats
that allow semantic analysis and manipulation of the content. This chapter is based
on the article “A Streaming Digital Ink Framework for Multi-Party Collaboration”
[70] co-authored with Vadim Mazalov and Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in the
proceedings of the 2012 Conferences on Intelligent Computer Mathematics.
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9.1 Introduction
We are interested in development of an infrastructure that helps researchers, engi-
neers, teachers and students to collaborate online over pen-based and graphical in-
terfaces. Pen-based collaboration in mathematical domains can significantly increase
productivity, e.g. Gowers, et al. conducted an experiment of “attacking” a mathemat-
ical problem through a collaboration of volunteers online [71]. In just over five weeks,
more than two dozen individuals contributed approximately 800 comments that led
to the solution of the problem. We believe that the synergy of pen-based collaboration
and recognition of mathematical input can enhance the efficiency of online interaction.
Nevertheless, there is no technology that allows to capitalize on both simultaneously:
some software handles recognition without the ability for real-time sharing, e.g. the
Maple computer algebra system [13], while other systems provide a whiteboard for
collaboration, but no mathematical recognition, e.g. Microsoft OneNote [14], Cal-
liflower [15] or Dabbleboard [16].
9.2 Objectives
We present a framework for multi-user online collaboration in a pen-based and graph-
ical environment. This environment allows participants conducting and archiving
collaborative sessions that involve synchronized voice and digital ink on a shared can-
vas. The digital ink is represented as InkML, allowing special recognizers for different
content types, such as mathematics and diagrams. The collaborative sessions may be
recorded and stored for later playback, analysis or annotation. The framework cur-
rently employs the popular Skype [72] or Google Talk [73] services as the backbone
to deliver data streams, but other transport mechanisms could be used. Our objec-
tive is to support computer-enhanced distance collaboration, where domain-specific
recognizers handle different kinds of digital ink input and editing. The first of these
domains is mathematical input, which has similarities to both natural language hand-
writing input and two-dimensional diagramming. This framework has potential to
increase productivity in teleconferences or to enhance online learning and tutoring,
as the participants can interact in a natural way. A version of the framework im-
plementation is available for download at http://www.orcca.on.ca/InkChat/. The
current release (version 0.9.5) has many of the features described in the paper. Some
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Figure 9.1: InkChat architecture
of the features described here have been implemented in separate packages and will be
integrated in later versions of InkChat. This work is an outgrowth of earlier work [74]
that allowed collaborative inking, but which did not allow modular extension.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.3 presents a
high-level overview of the architecture of the framework and gives details on each
component. In Section 9.4, we describe the implementation of the framework. A
case study and a discussion of lessons learnt are given in Section 9.5. Section 9.6
summarizes the chapter.
9.3 Architecture
We now present the framework for multi-user online collaboration, allowing sessions to
be recorded in formats that allow semantic analysis and manipulation of the content.
The framework currently consists of InkChat, a digital ink application developed at
Ontario Research Centre for Computer Algebra, and a number of extensions. InkChat
is the main platform of the application, on top of which other extensions may be
added. Figure 9.1 presents a high-level overview of the architecture of InkChat.
InkChat interacts with the cross-platform framework, presented in Section 7.4, whose
primary purpose is to collect digital ink from a variety of platforms and to provide
a platform-independent, consistent interface for digital ink applications. The six
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Figure 9.2: Collaboration framework
extensions, most of which can work independently and simultaneously, serve as plug-
ins for InkChat. We outline the details of each extension below.
9.3.1 The Collaboration Extension
Similar to the traditional concept of sharing a session between several parties available
in communication software (e.g. having a group call or a text chat), the collaboration
extension allows real-time sharing of the canvas among participants and enables the
participants to edit content on the canvas. Synchronization of the canvas is performed
through the underlying communication backbone. In addition, the voice and video
channels are typically available through the communication software as well. The
collaboration scheme between two clients is shown in Figure 9.2. Digital ink data
is first converted into InkML format and then sent in a data channel parallel to the
voice channel. The collaboration extension itself is an abstract layer that can handle
different network protocols including pipes and sockets in P2P (peer-to-peer) and the
traditional client-server configurations. To adapt to the collaboration environment,
we allow participants to choose the most suitable protocol at the beginning of the
conversation. For example, if the collaboration is intended to take place in a small
group and requires only the basic functions of whiteboard, P2P would be preferable
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.3: Sessions with the stroke initiated by (a) the host and (b) the client.
as it is inexpensive and fairly simple to set up and manage. If the collaboration
is intended to comprise a large number of participants and demand sophisticated
computing services (e.g. mathematical formula simplification), client-server mode
may be more appropriate.
InkChat supports conference mode where more than two participants can be in-
volved in one conversation. Depending on the chosen network protocol, InkChat
employs different mechanism to communicate with other participants. When a P2P
backbone such as Skype is used, the conference is initiated by the host that has a
connection with every other participant. Digital ink routing shares the same mecha-
nism as audio routing, each ink stroke will be broadcast by the host to all participants
except the initiator. Figure 9.3 shows the two cases, when a host and when a client
initiate a stroke. In the client-server network, the server will play the role of the host
and establish a connection with each client, as shown in Figure 9.4. Both the digital
ink and audio data are sent to the server first and then broadcast to all the other
clients.
9.3.2 The Training Extension
In an adaptive recognition environment, a separate training phase is not required.
Having some number of training samples in each class can, however, significantly
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Figure 9.4: A client-server configuration with a stroke initiated by a client.
improve the initial recognition. The number of training samples that a class should
contain depends on the recognition methods. Using our approach, the recognition
rate depends on the minimal distance to convex hulls of neighbouring classes. For
most of the classes in our dataset, about 20 classes are required [75].
A training session may be initiated on first use of the application or when a
new character is first introduced. Once training is finished, a profile of classes and
training samples is saved as an XML document. The profile is a hierarchical container
of catalogs (groups of related characters, e.g. digits, Latin letters), symbols, writing
styles, and training samples [75]. Training samples are divided by different forms for
symbols (e.g. a one-stroke versus a two-stroke numeral “φ”), since many recognition
methods are sensitive to the direction and order of strokes. The training extension
also provides an interface for the user to manage profiles of training samples.
9.3.3 The Mathematical Recognition Extension
The mathematical recognition extension is an ongoing project. The objective is to
have domain-specific recognizers that handle different kinds of digital ink input. We
currently focus on the classification of handwritten mathematical symbols, as the
essential component of math formula recognition, and spatial analysis of characters.
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In our classification paradigm, each character is represented as a single point in a space
of curves. The coordinates of this point are the coefficients of truncated orthogonal
series approximating the coordinate functions of the trace [10]. Classification of a
character is based on the distances to the convex hulls of nearest neighbours in this
space. A sequence of incoming strokes is divided to form characters with the highest
classification confidence. Spatial analysis of samples is performed based on the relative
positioning of the centers of mass of adjacent characters.
This approach typically does not require many training samples to discriminate a
class. However, because there is a large number of classes, the training dataset may
contain tens of thousands of characters. The dataset evolves with each recognized
sample. Synchronization of the evolving per-user training exemplars across several
pen-based devices may become tiresome. To address this aspect, the storage of the
training database can be delegated to a cloud [75]. At present, recognition is al-
ways done locally, although this could alternatively be done by a server. Locally,
the recognition extension accepts raw ink from InkChat and pre-processes it. This
preprocessing typically includes computing approximation of the character and nor-
malization with respect to the size and position. Consecutive strokes are merged into
candidate symbols and approximated, yielding points in the space of curves. The
coefficients are recognized [10] by the recognition extension. A ranked list of recog-
nition results is sent to InkChat for display and confirmation or rejection/selection.
The result is stored remotely as classification experience for subsequent adjustment
of training clusters.
9.3.4 The Compression Extension
The compression extension implements a hybrid of functional [76] and linear [77]
approximation. There are several schemes for segmentation of digital ink for com-
pression by the functional approximation method. The most robust is the adaptive
segmentation that dynamically selects the degree of approximation and the size of
coefficients. Coefficients are recorded as floating-point numbers with base 2 [76]. The
functional approximation is best-suited for curly handwriting, for example as with
math symbols.
Linear approximation allows compact representation of nearly linear segments,
and is therefore suitable for many forms of representation of mathematical and engi-
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neering knowledge, such as graphs, tables, or diagrams. The method removes points
that least affect the shape of the curve, so long as the error between the original and
the approximating curves remains within a threshold. The method can be viewed as
a dynamic adjustment of the density of points, depending on the shape of the stroke.
The method is very fast and yields reasonable compression.
9.3.5 The Rendering Extension
Different rendering styles are required for different drawing and writing activities.
For example digital painting and Chinese calligraphy may require an instrument that
behaves like a paint brush, while diagramming may best be done with an instrument
that behaves like a pen or pencil. To support these needs, different brush models may
be selected.
Round Brush The round brush, as its name suggests, draws each ink point as a
filled circle. We use three parameters to model the round brush: x, y to indicate
the position and r to measure the circle radius which can be a function of the pen
tip pressure. We fill the gaps between the circles of consecutive points by forming
envelopes with circle tangents, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Tear Drop Brush The idea of the tear drop brush is to model the contact of a
brush head as it varies in distance to the canvas and is dragged along. This contact
area is modelled as tear drop – a circle and the area enclosed by the tangents to a
trailing point (which may degenerately be on the circumference). Varying the radius
models what happens when the brush varies in distance to the canvas, and the trailing
point is determined by the past history of the brush. There are five parameters, as
shown in Figure 3.5: x and y give the position of the ink point, r gives the head
radius, θ the direction of the tail, and ℓ the length of the tail from (x, y). The tear
drop brush model has been adopted by InkML [3] and the calculation of r, θ and ℓ
from the stream of x, y and pressure values has been discussed in [24, 78]. As with
the round brush, strokes are rendered by filling brush shapes and the area formed by
tangents between successive brush outlines.
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9.3.6 The Archival Extension
InkChat stores handwritten input using InkML format. Strokes are converted to an
InkML stream as they are captured. They are then saved to the current ink session
before being sent to other participants. As the stream is received by a participant,
InkChat immediately parses the stream and saves the strokes to the current ink
session. When the conversation is finished or the user requests to save, InkChat
writes the current ink session to an InkML file with the ink from all participants.
InkChat also supports loading collaboration sessions from InkML documents.
9.4 Implementation
We have used the framework presented in section 9.3 to build the InkChat applica-
tion. Most components are implemented in Java as it provides strong portability and
applications can run on any Java Virtual Machine regardless of system architecture.
For platforms that do not support Java directly, the Java code can be compiled to C.
Our goal to maintain a single, coherent source that can be compiled for all platforms.
Below we briefly describe the implementation of the major components.
9.4.1 User Interface
The InkChat user interface is illustrated in Figure 9.5. It is designed to have buttons
grouped so that the distance of moving the pen is minimized. Users can write, erase,
and highlight by selecting corresponding brushes. Editing is also supported. Users can
redo, undo, cut, copy, and paste different kinds of content, such as images, typed-text,
and digital ink. In order to better support collaboration, we have provided a floating
pointer and a page navigator. The floating pointer can be used to point at target
objects on the shared canvas without leaving ink. Together with voice channel, this
allows pointing to and discussing aspects of the common canvas. The page navigator
allows participants to create new pages or review earlier pages. Once a session is
finished, all pages can be recorded and stored for later playback.
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Figure 9.5: An example of diagramming in InkChat with Skype service.
9.4.2 Collaboration
The InkChat software combines digital ink and voice in a multi-user conversation
with a shared canvas. It is structured so it can use the popular Skype and Google
Talk services for transmitting data streams. InkChat can be used by people working
together in the same room or on opposite sides of the planet. Sessions may be archived
to be resumed later or for later processing. An example of collaboration using InkChat
is illustrated in Figure 9.5. Two participants, the author and user InkChat Robot,
are involved in the collaboration using Skype. The author is working on a Windows
machine while the InkChat Robot is on a Linux machine. The top left screenshot
shows the InkChat Robot’s canvas and the bottom right screenshot shows the author’s
canvas. Remarkably, the InkChat Robot is using the floating pointer to point around
coordinate (1, 1). This is streamed to the author’s canvas in real time.
9.4.3 Training
The training extension presents an extensible catalog of symbols and styles, organized
in a tabbed panel, as shown in Figure 9.6(a). Each tab contains a list of symbols. Once
the user selects a symbol, the panel with styles becomes available. Styles are shown
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.6: The recognition interface: (a) the training extension and (b) the mathe-
matics recognition extension.
as animated images for visualization of stroke order and direction. Each sample is
associated to an existing or new style. If a style has not been selected, it is determined
automatically based on its shape and the number of strokes. All the elements of the
interface (catalogs, symbols, styles and samples) are dynamic: A context menu is
allows the user to create, delete or merge elements. A profile can be saved locally or
synchronized with a server.
9.4.4 Mathematical Recognition
Classification of symbols takes place when a user performs handwritten input through
InkChat and the recognition extension is enabled. For each character, a context menu
is available that lists the top recognition candidates, see Figure 9.6(b). If the user
chooses another class from among the candidates listed in the context menu, adja-
cent characters can be reclassified based on the new context information. There are
two usual approaches to expression recognition: character-at-a-time (each character
is recognized as it is written) and expression-at-a-time (characters are recognized in a
sequence, taking advantage of the context) Our current approach lies between these:
we are experimenting with recognition within a moving window of context and con-
sider all ink outside that window to be “dry” and recognized. Classification results
can be displayed super-imposed on the digital ink or can replace it.
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Figure 9.7: An example of online learning and tutoring
9.5 Discussion
9.5.1 Scenarios
Here we describe several cases in which the framework has been found useful.
Online learning and tutoring Figure 9.7 shows the triangle inequality being
discussed by three persons. The top-right panel lists the available friends of the
user and the lower-right panel shows the participants who are currently in the session
(excluding the user). The Google Talk service is employed in this session. The triangle
was drawn by the participant Robot1 InkChat. It was later annotated by the user
to better explain the triangle inequality.
Collaborative work on math and diagrams The framework provides a collab-
orative environment where participants can interact through a shared canvas and a
voice channel. Figure 9.8 shows examples in different domains. The ink and meta-
information is shared between participants through Skype or Google Talk.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.8: Examples of math and diagram collaboration (a) formula induction, (b)
math symbol recognition, (c) use case diagram, (d) circuit diagram.
Demonstration of animated diagrams At least in some cases, animation can
significantly improve understanding of certain complex diagrams [79]. The InkChat
framework allows digital ink to be animated, reproducing the original writing se-
quence, or sequenced in some other manner. Thus, animated sketched diagrams can
be created and shared in real-time or made available for download.
9.5.2 Lessons Learnt
The architecture we have presented is a multi-year ongoing project, and there are
several important lessons that we have learnt
• Lesson 1: Anticipate that the world will keep changing. It is important to have
the data streams for an application well specified so new technologies, such as
JavaScript and HTML 5 canvas can participate.
• Lesson 2: There is power in less capable, but more uniform, interfaces. We
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initially had different interfaces for ink sharing, recognition and the other be-
haviours. Having a common interface, while not perfectly adapted to any of
these tasks, allowed them to be combined flexibly in useful and unanticipated
ways (e.g., combining the recording/playback and recognition modules).
• Lesson 3: Plan on sharing. The extensions and the main platform should be
designed to allow sharing of the functionality with third parties through the
mechanism of web services. For example, the recognition extension should be
able to accept a SOAP message with coefficients of a character to be classified
and send back the recognition candidates.
• Lesson 4: Don’t pin the user down. Plan on individuals making use of many
devices. This implies a protocol for network storage of user-specific information,
such as personalized handwriting recognition data.
• Lesson 5: Anticipate standards. Tracking draft standards prior to their matu-
rity, and indeed participating in the standardization process, can be an effective
strategy to achieve interoperability. The project was using InkML before it was
recommended as a standard by W3C. Today InkML allows cut-and-paste of dig-
ital ink between applications, e.g. between Microsoft Office 2010 and InkChat.
9.6 Summary
We have presented a framework for pen-based, multi-user, online collaboration ap-
plicable to mathematical domains. The framework supports teamwork on scientific
and engineering problems by allowing participants to make contributions to a shared
canvas while having a discussion. The framework is portable and uses InkML, a
W3C standard, as a representation format. The architecture of the framework is
extension-based with InkChat as the main component. On top of InkChat, several
extensions have been developed for collaboration, training, mathematical recognition,
compression, rendering and archival. We have presented a high-level overview of these
components. In ongoing work, we are particularly interested in improved recognition
of mathematical formula and architecting more powerful combinations of extensions.
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Chapter 10
InkChat: A Collaboration Tool for
Mathematics
To demonstrate our ideas of digital ink collaboration, we present InkChat, a white-
board application, which can be used to conduct collaborative sessions on a shared
canvas. It allows participants to use voice and digital ink independently and simul-
taneously, which has been found useful in mathematical collaboration. This chapter
is based on the article “InkChat: A Collaboration Tool for Mathematics” [28] co-
authored with Stephen M. Watt, that appeared in the electronic proceedings of 2013
Workshop on Mathematical User Interface.
10.1 InkChat
We have developed a platform-independent version of InkChat to evaluate and demon-
strate our ideas. This is built on top of the portable framework presented in [70],
whose primary purpose is to collect digital ink across a variety of platforms and to
provide a platform-independent, consistent interface for digital ink applications. As
a result, InkChat is available on these platforms and can process ink data without
knowing the underlying details. To support digital ink data portability, InkChat uses
InkML to represent digital ink data as it provides digital ink streaming and archival
support independent of platforms. This allows flexible interchange of digital ink data
in collaborative environments and, in addition, allows cut and paste of digital ink
between applications, e.g. between Microsoft Office 2010 and InkChat.
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Figure 9.7 shows the user interface of InkChat. A number of control buttons are
located at the top of the canvas and grouped together to minimize the distance pen
movement. InkChat provides a set of pre-defined colors and a palette to create new
colors, if needed. To accommodate the needs of different writing activities, we have
developed a few brush types. For example, one can choose the pen or pencil for
diagramming and the tear drop brush for digital painting or calligraphy. Editing is
also supported. This includes redo, undo, and select, cut, copy, and paste of different
kinds of content, such as images, typed text, and digital ink.
10.2 InkChat Support for Multimodality
InkChat is a multi-year ongoing project. Its primary design objective is to enhance
mathematical collaboration by incorporating multiple modalities. This allows partic-
ipants to flexibly choose the input methods that are most suitable for a particular
topic. Below we describe the modalities that are supported by InkChat.
Ink Traces Handwriting is one of the most natural ways to input mathematics, as
most mathematical notations are two dimensional, with elements of both writing and
drawing. InkChat captures handwriting as ink traces and exchanges the data with
other clients using InkML.
Voice InkChat also supports voice input. The voice stream is paired with the ink
stream to improve the efficiency of collaboration. For example, one can verbally
explain the underlying meaning of a complex diagram while drawing it on a shared
canvas. This avoids the clutter and confusion that may arise when either input
method is used individually.
Floating Pointer To support collaboration, InkChat provides users with floating
pointers that can be used to point at target objects on the shared canvas without
leaving any ink mark. Together with the voice channel, participants can point to and
discuss aspects of the common canvas.
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10.3 InkChat Support for Collaboration
10.3.1 Communication
The primary goal of InkChat is to allow users on different computers to collaborate on
a shared canvas. It currently uses the popular Skype and Google Talk services for the
communication channel, but other transport mechanisms could be used. The primary
design principle is to give users the freedom to choose the communication mechanism
without too much configuration. If one service is not available in a particular location,
it is easy to switch to another. Conference mode is supported, where more than two
participants can be involved in one conversation. Depending on the chosen underlying
communication service, InkChat adopts different mechanism to exchange data with
other participants. For example, when a P2P backbone is used, the conference is
initiated by the host that has a connection with every other participant. Digital ink
routing shares the same mechanism as audio routing, each piece of ink stroke will be
broadcast by the host to all participants except the initiator.
10.3.2 Page Navigation
InkChat also supports page navigation. This has been found useful when participants
wish to cover multiple topics in one session or to load previous work in the middle of
a conversation. In both cases, the current page will first be saved to the file system
as an InkML file. Then the Ink Canvas will send a page request to the file system to
check if the next page already exists. If so, the Ink Canvas will parse the InkML file
and load the content so that users can continue to work on that page. Otherwise, a
blank page will be created. Figure 10.1 illustrates the communications used in page
navigation.
10.3.3 Ink Editing
In collaboration it is useful to edit or modify a work in progress, and in order to edit,
it is necessary to be able to erase digital ink. InkChat provides two ways to erase ink:
either by erasing whole strokes or parts of strokes. We call these “stroke-wise” and
“point-wise” erasing. Stroke-wise erasing uses a hit testing method to detect whether
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Figure 10.1: InkChat page model
a particular stroke is selected. If so, it removes the stroke from the canvas and re-
renders other strokes that may be affected. Point-wise erasing erases part of a stroke
instead of removing the whole from the canvas. A stroke may be split into pieces
when using point-wise erasing, and this requires the application to detect where the
stroke is broken up. Point-wise erasing uses a hit testing method as well, and this
returns a collection of ink points that need to be removed from the target stroke. It
then groups the remaining ink points into new strokes and calculates the properties
for each, including starting time and duration. The new strokes are then placed in
sequence by starting time.
10.3.4 Drag and Drop
InkChat allows existing ink to be moved on the canvas using drag and drop. This uses
a special lasso cursor to select the content to be moved. This lasso is a free selection
tool that allows users to create a selection by encircling a region with a pen. The
Lasso is useful in mathematical domains as users may often wish to select a portion
of a mathematical expression. Figure 10.2 shows an example of using Lasso. Notably,
as the bounding boxes of character “a” and “+” overlap, a rectangular selection is
not suitable for this operation.
10.3.5 Real-Time Mirroring
InkChat is able to animate the drawing of ink strokes, and uses this to render the
ink of collaborators as it is being written. To avoid jarring and distraction that are
caused by large visual changes, InkChat splits long ink traces into small pieces and
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 10.2: An example of using Lasso in InkChat. (a) Selection (b) Drag (c) Drop
send each individually. This is to allow smooth rendering on each participant’s can-
vas. The representation of digital ink data is the key to the success of this animation.
Collaboration sessions often take place in heterogeneous environments, where par-
ticipants may work on different platforms and use various pen devices. These pen
devices typically have different settings such as sampling rate, sensitivity, channel
properties and so on, and consequently output digital ink data with different char-
acteristics. This requires digital ink data to be represented in a flexible, platform-
and vendor-independent format so that the animation is possible across different plat-
forms. Meanwhile, ink strokes must be organized in time order in order to support
smooth rendering and synchronization with other modalities.
We have found InkML suitable for these animation purposes. It is platform- and
vendor-independent and allows complete and accurate representation of digital ink
by capturing and recording information such as the device characteristics, pen tilt,
pen pressure and so on. Most importantly, it provides a wide range of features to
support smooth rendering and synchronization.
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(c) (d)
Figure 10.3: InkChat animation.
10.3.6 Session Recording and Playback
Collaboration sessions may be recorded and stored for later playback, analysis or
annotation. InkChat stores digital ink in InkML archival style which keeps the con-
textual information and ink traces separately in order to achieve compact represen-
tation. When playback is desired, the digital ink data can be efficiently converted
into streaming style which organizes ink strokes along with contextual information
in time order [80]. In addition, each ink trace and its constituent ink points can
be timestamped in order to support accurate synchronization with content input by
other modalities. Figure 10.3 shows an example of playback in InkChat.
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10.4 Summary
We have shown how InkChat has been made to support multimodal interaction and
communication. We have found, informally, that these features greatly enhance the
InkChat’s effectiveness for collaboration. This seems to arise primarily by separating
the creation and manipulation of the objects of discourse (diagrams, equations, and
so on) from the discussion about the objects and the manipulations. It is an ongoing
question of investigation to quantify these findings.
We would like thank Michael Friesen, Vadim Mazalov, Amit Regmi, and Coby
Viner for their contributions to the implementation of InkChat. We would also like
to thank James Wake for investigating how InkChat may be integrated in other
environments, including Google Hangouts.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
Digital ink technology has evolved over the years. Its use in form filling, free-hand
input, document annotation and collaboration has been well recognized. Pen input
today is almost everywhere, from large whiteboard systems to small PDAs, from
portable Tablet PCs to smart phones. A number of well-known digital ink applica-
tions have been developed on these platforms. While considerable progress has been
achieved, digital ink technology can still be substantially improved. The primary ob-
jective of this thesis was to identify, investigate and solve key problems in developing
effective digital ink applications. To achieve this goal, we have investigated three
important aspects of digital ink in the broad areas of representation, recognition,
and collaboration. The presented research results present new techniques to obtain
compact digital ink for efficient data processing, and also present new methods to
identify features in handwritten characters. In addition, we have demonstrated how
a collaboration framework can be organized to take advantage of these ideas. The
techniques presented may be applied in a number of domains, including mathematics,
which is our motivating use case. In particular, we made the contributions aligned
below.
We have presented an algorithm that can precisely approximate a digital ink
curve through selecting a subset of points from the original trace. The algorithm
can be used to compact the representation of digital ink while preserve the shape
of curves, which allows efficient processing, transmission and storage of digital ink.
We have also examined the suitability of InkML to represent sophisticated digital
ink. To demonstrate our ideas, we have presented two brush models, Round Brush
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and Tear Drop Brush. Both brush models can be used to support different writing
activities and to improve the rendering quality of digital ink. The Tear Drop Brush
has been adopted into InkML at our suggestion. Last, we have described a data
binding solution for two-way conversion between SketchML and InkML, making it
possible to exchange digital ink data between the two commonly used formats.
To help with recognition, we have presented an algorithm that can identify au-
tomatically the determining points in handwritten mathematical symbols. Knowing
the determining points of each symbol can help us improve two-dimensional mathe-
matical recognition. In contrast to existing methods, which treat digital ink traces
as a collection of discrete points, this algorithm relies on interpreting ink traces as
single points in a functional space. This allows device independence, on one hand,
and a simple formulation of homotopic deformation, on the other. To evaluate the
performance of the algorithm, we have tested it against a database of handwritten
mathematical characters. The experiments showed promising results. We have also
learned that by using the homotopic method, one can derive determining points in
those samples that are significantly from the reference symbol with high accuracy.
So we further studied the factors to be taken into account in performing such ho-
motopies. We examined two strategies for possible starting points for the homotopy,
and the relation between the distance from the starting points to the ending points
and the number of steps required. The first strategy performs a homotopy to the
average symbol, constructed from all samples of the same type. The second strategy
uses a homotopy to the nearest neighbor with known determining points. We have
presented our experimental results against a database of handwritten mathematical
characters. The results suggested improved strategies to find determining points for
poorly written characters.
To support digital ink collaboration, we have proposed a portable framework that
can handle the details of a variety of platforms and provide a consistent, platform-
independent interface for digital ink applications. Applications that are built on top
of the framework can collect digital ink across all the supported platforms without
knowing their underlying details. In addition, it adopts InkML to support digital
ink collaboration in heterogeneous environments. We have also analyzed the de-
sign issues in incorporating multimodal interactions in collaboration. Moreover, we
have described a streaming digital ink framework for multi-user online collaboration
in a pen-based and graphical environment. This environment allows participants
conducting and archiving collaborative sessions that involve synchronized voice and
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digital ink on a shared canvas. The digital ink is represented as InkML, allowing
special recognizers for different content types, such as mathematics and diagrams.
The collaborative sessions may be recorded and stored for later playback, analysis
or annotation. To demonstrate our ideas, we have presented InkChat, a whiteboard
application, which can be used to conduct collaborative sessions on a shared can-
vas. It is portable across a variety of platforms and allows participants to use voice
and digital ink independently and simultaneously. InkChat has been found useful in
mathematical collaboration.
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